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Nominations
for Society's
Board of
Directors
due Jan. 2

Joining the labor force

A

re you interested in serving on the
Society’s Board of Directors? The
Society’s 2016–2017 NYSSCPA
Nominating Committee is accepting submissions of interest by members to fill key
leadership positions on the NYSSCPA’s
Board of Directors. Terms begin on June 1,
2017. The deadline to submit a nomination
is Jan. 2.
Open positions for 2017–18 are: president-elect, which means serving a oneContinued on page 13

Attendees wait in line to meet potential employers at the NextGen Accounting Career Fair at Citi Executive Conference Center in Midtown Manhattan on Sept. 29. More than 200
students, young professionals and CPA candidates met with top hiring managers from two dozen small- and medium-sized accounting firms, looking for their first big break. The
Society gained 40 new student members at the event.

N.Y. proposes first-in-nation cybersecurity reqs for banks
By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

N

ew York Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo
announced in September new regulations that would set minimum cybersecurity measures for financial institutions that,
he said, would “protect consumers and ensure
the safety and soundness of New York state’s
financial services industry.” If adopted, New
York would be the first state in the country to
implement such comprehensive measures.
Proposed by the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYSDFS), the
planned measures are being made as businesses and individuals increasingly become
the targets of cyberattacks, phishing scams,
ransomware applications and hackers looking
to access and make public the private infor-
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mation of their victims. The proposal would
also serve to strengthen financial institutions’
protocols and security settings in the ever-changing Internet environment.
If adopted, banks, insurance companies
and other financial institutions regulated by the
NYSDFS would be required to establish and
maintain a cybersecurity program that would—
• identify internal and external cyber risks by, at minimum, identifying the
nonpublic information stored on their information systems, the sensitivity of such
information, and how and by whom this
information can be accessed;
• use defensive infrastructure and implement policies and procedures to protect their
information systems and the nonpublic information stored on them from unauthorized
access or other malicious acts;

• detect cybersecurity events;
• respond to identified or detected cybersecurity events and mitigate any negative effects;
• recover from cybersecurity events and restore normal operations and services; and
• fulfill all regulatory reporting obligations.
Testing is another major part of the regulations. Under the proposed rules, all entities
that are regulated by the NYSDFS would be
required to conduct annual penetration testing, quarterly vulnerability assessments, and
an annual risk assessment centered around the
security of their information systems. They
also would be required to maintain an audit
trail system that collects data and tracks access to critical information systems, as well as
keeps the data that is necessary to reconstruct
all financial transactions and accounting, in

order to detect and respond to cybersecurity
events. The audit trail system would also need
to be able to protect any part of its own data
from tampering or alteration.
Access to nonpublic information would
be restricted to those who need it to carry out
their responsibilities. These access privileges
would have to be periodically reviewed, according to the proposal. Policies and procedures would need to be in place to ensure the
security of information systems and nonpublic information accessible to, or held by, third
parties. Banks and other financial entities
would have to include identification and risk
assessment of those third parties, minimum
cybersecurity practices and requirements
that third parties would have to meet, due
diligence processes to evaluate third parties’
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PRESIDENT'S COMMENTARY
PRESIDENT
F. Michael Zovistoski, CPA

Volunteers of the NYSSCPA
“Start where you are. Use what you have.
Do what you can.” –Arthur Ashe

O

ne of the best things about being a
CPA is the diversity in which we
may apply our skills and expertise.
You do it for your clients, your employer,
your family and friends. Many of you already volunteer these gifts to your local
communities, but I implore you to share
them with your fellow CPAs as well. Although I’ve been a member of the Society
for my entire career, it wasn’t until 2005
that I became a volunteer to advocate for
my CPA profession.
That’s when I first served on the Northeast Chapter Board of Directors. I’ve been
volunteering ever since—and that initial
commitment led to me becoming chapter
president, as well as serving on statewide
committees and task forces, then as the
Society’s secretary/treasurer and, now, as
president.
Of the 26,000 members who belong to
the NYSSCPA, about 3,000 are active volunteers. It might seem easier to be a passive
member than to be a volunteer—you pay
your dues and, in return, you enjoy the benefits of membership—it’s a transactional
relationship, and you’re not required to do
anything. But I have to be honest with you:
When you volunteer—and it may sound
cliché, but it’s true—what you get out of it
is much greater than what you put in.
Society members who volunteer are
actually the ones who get the most out of
their membership. For a little bit of time
commitment, what you get in return is a
skills builder, a career and relationship developer, a client and job finder. We all have
choices in life. Choosing to be active in the
NYSSCPA is an easy choice that reaps immediate benefits.
Every volunteer activity in this organization centers around advocacy. Whether it
is advocating for sound laws and regulations
through our government affairs program,
or helping to shape accounting standards
and regulations through the relationships
of our more than 60 technical committees
(they have direct relationships with state
and local tax and finance departments, the
IRS, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board, the Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board and many other standards
setters and regulators), we achieve these
wins through our member volunteers.
If we’re not advocating for reduced
complexity in laws and regulations, we’re
focused on providing our members themselves with the tools for a more successful,
rewarding career—creating opportunities for professional development through
networking events, continuing professional education courses and opportunities to
share technical expertise—through our

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Harold L. Deiters III, CPA
SECRETARY/TREASURER
John J. Lauchert, CPA

committees, chapters or online through our sue—there’s something for everyone.
Here’s another way to get involved: If
Exchange platform, with targeted resourcyou know an NYSSCPA volunteer who
es dedicated to our NextGen program.
has dedicated his or her service to
The NextGen Committee is
the profession either through
one of our most important
our committees or the chapcommittees in nurturing
ters, has done so for at least
the younger generation of
two years and has been a
CPAs. Our chapters across
member for at least five
the state are holding events
years, consider helping her
between now and year-end
to achieve the next step of
and, indeed, many more are
leadership in the Society
expected in 2017. The Sociand nominate her for a seat
ety’s board has also just apon our Board of Directors.
proved the formation of two
F. Michael Zovistoski
Members are also eligible to
new committees: the Divernominate themselves—just
sity and Inclusion Committee, chaired by Rumbi Bwerinofa-Petroz- keep in mind that board service is limited
zello, which includes the newly launched to our CPA members; associate members
NYSSCPA Women’s Initiative, by popular are not eligible to serve on the board.

We all have choices in life.
Choosing to be active in the
NYSSCPA is an easy choice that
reaps immediate benefits.
—F. Michael Zovistoski

NYSSCPA President

demand, and the Academic Advancement
and Higher Education Committee, chaired
by Cynthia A. Scarinci. It’s initiatives like
these that help to keep the profession going. Will you support these initiatives by
either joining one of these committees or
attending their events?
Throughout these pages, you will find
multiple opportunities to get involved.
Maybe it’s just about starting out with attending an event. There are a lot to choose
from, and you can start with a low-key networking event if you’re not ready to jump
in feet first: We have our Marijuana Symposium on Dec. 13 in New York City, the
Society’s Winter Open House that same
night, or one of our chapters’ holiday networking events that provide local CPAs
and other professionals with opportunities
to learn more about the NYSSCPA. Check
out the Chapter Events listing in this is-

It’s up to you, but a new year is the
perfect time to set priorities and goals.
Put volunteering at the NYSSCPA on the
list. The collective effort would be of enormous benefit to the Society, your fellow
members, your communities and you. And
once you’re bitten by the volunteer bug like
I was, who knows—maybe it will be you
writing a President’s Commentary in The
Trusted Professional one day.

president@nysscpa.org
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Nonprofits get new FASB standard aimed
at simplifying financial reporting
By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

T

he Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) has released the first
major update on reporting standards for nonprofit organizations in more
than 20 years, with the new rules aimed at
improving how these groups present and release their financial information.
The update, released on Aug. 18, was made
in response to input from stakeholders who
had expressed concern about what they believed were the complexity, insufficient transparency and relevance of certain aspects of the
current reporting model, according to FASB
Chair Russell G. Golden in a statement.
Allen L. Fetterman, a member of the
Not-for-Profit Organizations Committee
and a member of the Society’s task force that
responded to the initial proposal, said that the
new standards will focus on presentation and
disclosure, vs. any change in how nonprofits
will account for transactions themselves.
“There is little change in what is being
presented, but it really comes down to how,”
said Fetterman.
This, however, does not at all mean that
the changes aren’t significant, he added.
One of the major reporting changes will
be collapsing the three-asset classification
system—composed of unrestricted assets,
temporarily restricted assets, and permanently restricted assets—into two: net assets with donor restrictions and net assets

without donor restrictions. The FASB, in its
April 2015 exposure draft, said that this was
to address misunderstandings and confusion
about how restrictions or limits on assets
imposed by donors, laws, contracts and governing boards affect an entity’s liquidity, net
asset class, performance and terminology.
The new rules also retain an entity’s
ability to use either the indirect method of
reporting (adjusting changes in net assets
to reconcile that amount to net operating
cash flow) or the direct method (reporting
the sum of gross cash receipts and gross cash
payments from operating activities). This is a
softening of the FASB’s position in the April
exposure draft, which would have made the
direct method mandatory, a move that baffled the Society, which said in its Aug. 2015
comment letter that there was no clear reason to actually make such a change.
The FASB standard also requires a number of disclosures surrounding liquidity and
how the organization manages it, self-imposed designations on non-donor restricted
net assets, the availability of financial assets
to meet cash needs over the next year, the
natural and functional classification of expenses, cost allocation methodologies, and
underwater endowment funds.
Candice R. Meth, chair of the Public
Sector Oversight Committee and former
chair of the Not-for-Profit Organizations
Committee, as well as another comment letter author, said that she appreciated the added
flexibility the FASB gave in this final version,

particularly the option of using either the direct or indirect method of reporting on the
statement of cash flows.
“Given how diverse this sector is—private
foundations certainly do not look or feel or
operate the same ways as a health-care nonprofit—that level of flexibility is key,” she said.
Both Meth and Fetterman were pleased
with the outcome of the final standard.
“I’m actually very pleased with what has
come out as a final document. I had some serious reservations about the proposals,” said Fetterman, noting that for the first time in his career, he wrote a comment letter personally to the
FASB on top of the NYSSCPA comment letter.
This is the first of what the FASB said
will be a two-stage rollout of changes concerning nonprofit organizations. Phase I,
which this final standard represents, concentrates on measures that can be implemented
relatively easily, issues that are not dependent
on other projects and are improvements that
the Board might finalize in the near term.
Phase II would encompass more complex
projects that will likely take more time to
resolve or are related to similar issues being
addressed in other projects.
Simple or not, Phase I will take nonprofits time and effort to implement, Meth said.
She noted that many parts, such as liquidity
disclosures, are brand new, and clients will
have to start thinking about these measures
soon. She also pointed out that consolidating
three asset classes into two might cause some
initial confusion about whether there would

be encumbrances on amounts sitting in the
category marked “without donor restrictions.”
This, Meth says, means that the financial
statement notes will become more important
when talking about any sort of debt covenant.
“You may not see as much detail in the
statements themselves, so I do think there’s a
lot of legwork to be done, and that’s why it’s
important to have these conversations early
on,” she said.
Fetterman agreed, saying that the first
thing nonprofit organizations should do is
read the new standard and speak with their
financial management to understand the necessary changes to be made. They should let
their outside auditors know that they must
prepare for the new guidance and this, he
said, will be particularly important for smaller
organizations.
“Let’s face it, there are many small community-based nonprofits who will need their
auditors extensively to provide guidance,
[vs.] your big nonprofits like universities and
major hospitals, where their internal staff
can implement most changes with minimal
guidance from their outside auditors,” Fetterman said.
The standards are effective for annual financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning
after Dec. 15, 2017, and for interim periods of
fiscal years beginning after Dec. 15, 2018.

cgaetano@nysscpa.org

FASB proposes new rules on long-term insurance contracts
By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

T

he Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) released a proposal
intended to improve financial reporting of long-duration insurance contracts
such as life insurance, disability income,
long-term care and annuities.
Under the new rules, insurance entities
would update their assumptions used to
measure future cash flows at least once a year,
and the discount rate assumption at each reporting date. The effects of these updated
assumptions would be calculated and recorded using a retrospective approach, when
updating cash flow assumptions, and an immediate approach, when updating discount

rate assumptions. Insurance entities, further,
would discount expected future cash flows
at a high-quality fixed-income instrument
yield maximizing the use of market-observable inputs. They would no longer test for
risk of adverse deviation and premium deficiency. Whether or not to establish a liability
in addition to an account balance for insurance benefits would be performed annually,
rather than at contract inception.
Entities would also measure all market
risk benefits at fair value; the portion of any
changes in fair value attributable to changes
in the instrument-specific credit risk would
be recognized in other comprehensive income.
In addition, deferred acquisition costs
that, today, are amortized in proportion to

premiums, gross profits or gross margins
would, instead, in the interests of simplicity,
be amortized in proportion to the amount
of insurance in force or, if this amount cannot be reasonable estimated, on a straightline basis. Further, deferred acquisition costs
would not be subject to impairment testing.
Finally, there would be more disclosures.
Insurance entities would need to provide
disaggregated rollforwards of the beginning
to ending balances of the liability for future
policy benefits, policyholder account balances, market risk benefits, separate account liabilities and deferred acquisition costs. They
would also have to disclose quantitative and
qualitative information about significant
inputs, judgments and assumptions used in
measurement, as well as all changes in them

that took place and the effect of those changes on the measurement.
“During outreach on our project to consider potential improvements to the insurance accounting model, stakeholders identified specific areas of financial reporting
related to long-duration contracts that could
be improved,” stated FASB Chairman Russell G. Golden. “Based on that feedback, the
Board developed the proposed [Accounting
Standards Update], which sets forth recommended, targeted improvements to enhance
the quality of information provided to investors about these contracts.”
Comments are being accepted until Dec. 15.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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Talking Politics

Rumbi Bwerinofa-Petrozzello, past president of the Queens/Brooklyn Chapter and chair of the NYSSCPA's Diversity and
Inclusion Committee, meets with Queens lawmakers Sen. Toby Ann Stavisky and Assemblyman David Weprin as part
of the NYSSCPA's government affairs outreach on Nov. 1.

Marijuana Symposium
Business, Tax and Legal Implications

Join the NYSSCPA for a
Symposium on the Burgeoning
Marijuana Industry

December 13, 2016

11:30 a.m.—3:00 p.m. (Lunch Provided)
Executive Conference Center
153 East 53rd Street, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Cost: $50 for Members; $69 for Nonmembers
Course Code: 33804711 (In-Person);
35804711 (Online)
Visit https://cpe.nysscpa.org/product/27624
or call 800-537-3635 to Register Now

Cybersecurity
Continued from page 1

cybersecurity practices, as well as periodic assessment of those practices. These NYSDFS
regulations would augment, but not replace,
existing regulations and federal statutes.
The NYSDFS is also proposing that regulated entities implement multifactor authentication in a wide variety of contexts, encrypt
all nonpublic information “both in transit
and at rest,” and have policies and procedures
for the timely destruction of any nonpublic
information that is no longer necessary for
the provision of products or services, save that
which is required to be retained due to laws
or regulations.
This set of rules would all be overseen
and implemented by a chief information
security officer, which the regulated entities
would also be required to have, as well as other cybersecurity personnel to carry out core
functions and manage risks. These personnel
would be required to attend regular training
sessions to stay current on changing threats
and countermeasures. Entities may, according
to the proposal, utilize a third party to assist
with complying with these requirements.
While some requirements are prescriptive
(for example, dual-factor authentication), the
regulated entities would also need to implement additional risk-based policies, procedures and controls designed to monitor the
activity of authorized users and detect unauthorized access to, or tampering with, nonpublic information by these users.
Finally, the regulations require that entities notify the government of any cybersecurity event “that has a reasonable likelihood of
materially affecting the normal operation of
the [c]overed [e]ntity or that affects nonpublic Information,” as well as certify every year
that they are in compliance with the regulations.
Entities with fewer than 1,000 customers
in each of the last three calendar years, less
than $5 million in gross annual revenue in
each of the last three fiscal years, or less than
$10 million in year-end total assets would be
exempt from some, but not all, of the rules.
For instance, they would not need to hire a
chief information security officer, along with
support staff.
Yigal Rechtman and Joel Lanz, both
members of the NYSSCPA’s Technology
Assurance Committee who specialize in IT
audit, felt that the biggest implications of
the proposal came from the fact that entities would need to certify their compliance
with the measure and provide a sense of accountability—much in the same way that the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, passed in 2002, seeks to
prevent accounting fraud.
“Similar to what you have with [the Sarbanes-Oxley Act], once you require someone
to put their name on something, they take a
lot more interest to make sure it’s working,”
said Lanz.
Lanz added that CFOs, risk management
personnel and internal management people
will need to think about how they will provide the support and evidence to enable the
board or executive management to make the
certification that Albany is asking them to
make. This, he said, is a “big thing.” It is particularly important in light of what Lanz said

was a lack of specificity on the part of the regulations as they are currently being proposed.
“For example, doing risk assessment:
What exactly do you mean by risk assessment? I have multiple credentials, security
credentials, and I know what a risk assessment is, but I want to make sure, if I’m representing, that my risk assessment is good
enough for what you’re looking for,” he explained.
Lanz pointed out that while the proposal
calls for regular penetration tests, “there really
is no generally accepted definition of what is
a penetration test.”
Matthew T. Clohessy, chair of the Technology Assurance Committee and a bank
audit manager, says the proposal seems to reflect current federal regulatory requirements.
“While many of the proposed requirements resonate with the existing requirements that financial institutions adhere to,
the proposed NYSDFS requirements get
very specific in some areas, which may necessitate enhancements to an organization’s
existing risk management and control practices in order to comply with the proposed
regulation,” he said.
Jo Ann Golden, chair of the Society’s
Banking Committee, noted that the proposal
seeks to make mandatory a lot of general best
practices that financial institutions should
implement for better security, an observation
shared by Lanz, as well. Golden wondered
whether, as technology becomes more sophisticated, smaller banks will be able to afford the hardware and software needed to defend themselves from cybersecurity incidents,
especially if there is the expectation that they
indeed have it.
Clohessy said that these regulations will
need more preparation in order for them to
be implemented, if they are approved, especially since they would go into effect on Jan.
1. If adopted, entities required to comply with
the proposed regulations would need to submit their first certificate of compliance by Jan.
15, 2018.
“Financial institutions will need to conduct a gap analysis between their existing control environment and the proposed
NYSDFS cybersecurity regulatory requirements to determine if they need to implement any changes to comply with the regulation. If organizations have not done so
already, they should start conducting a gap
analysis as soon as possible in order to give
themselves as much time as possible to work
on implementing any required changes identified through the gap analysis,” Clohessy
recommended.
California has its own set of measures,
implemented in 2004, designed for businesses—excluding financial institutions—to protect customers’ personal information.
Rechtman, a former chair of the Technology Assurance committee, concluded that
“in general terms, this move is welcome. It’s
important to NYSDFS to avoid being overly
prescriptive so the appropriate measures of
cost-benefit are implemented. Risk-based
and risk management are now a mature science, and it is OK to empower entities to
make full use of it.”
The NYSSCPA is submitting a comment letter on the matter within the next few
weeks.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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Society agrees with FASB master trust disclosure proposal,
but points out glaring omission
By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

T

he Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) has proposed new
presentation and disclosure requirements for employee benefit plans that account
for changes in how they relate to master trusts.
While the NYSSCPA largely agreed with the
proposal, it expressed concern over the FASB’s
decision to exclude the fair value hierarchy
from part of these disclosures.
The Society expressed its views in a
Sept. 16 comment letter, written in response
to the FASB proposal, Plan Accounting—Defined Benefit Pension Plans (Topic 960), Defined
Contribution Pension Plans (Topic 962), Health
and Welfare Benefit Plans (Topic 965): Employee
Benefit Plan Master Trust Reporting, which was
issued in late July.
The proposal concerns the relationship
between employee benefit plans and master
trusts—a type of trust that has a regulated financial institution, such as a bank, serving as its
trustee or custodian. The assets within this trust
are held in common control by at least two plans,
with the financial institution acting as trustee or
custodian, having no discretionary control.
Plans can have undivided or divided interests in the master trust. If a plan has divided
interest, then there are specific ownership in-

terests in individual investments within the
trust, with all the benefits and costs from those
interests allocated to that plan. A plan with an
undivided interest holds a proportionate interest in the master trust’s net assets but has no
specific ownership interest in any of its individual investments.
Defined benefit plans (i.e., pensions) tended to hold undivided interests in master trusts,
according to an FASB Emerging Issues Task
Force (EITF) memo on the subject.Today, however, the vast majority of plans are defined contribution plans—such as 401(k) plans—which
tend to be more active in their investments and,
therefore, more likely to hold divided interests
in master trusts. Stakeholders have said that
presentation and disclosure requirements need
to evolve to better suit today’s employee benefit
plan, according to the EITF memo.
Margaret A. Wood, the current vice chair
of the Society’s Financial Accounting Standards Committee and one of the comment
letter drafters, said that the FASB is trying
to modernize standards for the way employee
benefit plans operate now.
“When FASB created the codification,
rather than creating new guidance, [the board]
took the existing accounting guidance in the
AICPA employee benefit plan guide and codified it,” she said. “Now what they are doing
is revisiting this codification, reorganizing the

section, providing consistency for disclosure
requirements for the three types of plans—defined contribution, defined benefit, and health
and welfare.”
She also said that the modernization of
these standards includes improving transparency and requiring additional information—such
as disclosing both a list of the general types of
investments as well as the dollar amount of
their ownership in each general investment
type, if the ownership of the individual investment is not the same as the ownership percentage of the master trust.
Under the proposal, plans would present
their interest in a master trust and any change
in interest in that master trust as single line
items in the statement of net assets available
for benefits and in the statement of changes in
net assets available for benefits, respectively.
It would also require that all plans with a
divided interest disclose both a list of the general types of investments held by the master
trust, as well as the dollar amount of their interest in each of those general types of investments. This is in contrast to the current practice
of disclosing percentage interest in the master
trust and a list of its investments. The FASB
warned that this can be misleading when the
plan has a divided interest.
In addition, plans would need to disclose
the master trust’s other asset and liability bal-

ances, along with the dollar amount of the plan’s
interest in each of those balances, which are not
currently required under U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). The proposal would also remove what the FASB says is a
redundant disclosure regarding assets held in
401(h) accounts, which relate to medical benefits. Right now, those assets are listed in both
the health and welfare benefit plan statement
and the defined benefit plan financial statement. Under the new proposal, the investment
disclosures would only be listed in the latter.
What will not be required, however, is a
disclosure of the fair value hierarchy leveling
of the master trust’s percentages, and while the
Society was generally supportive of the proposal, it took issue with this exclusion, saying
that the disclosure is needed in the interests of
transparency. It noted that the AICPA’s Employee Benefit Plans: Audit and Accounting Guide
already requires it. The Society also felt that
there needed to be disclosures about the master
trust’s investment strategy, such as restrictions
on types of investments or restrictions on withdrawals from the master trust.
“We think it needs to be in there. We think it’s
meaningful information to people,” said Wood.
The FASB did not give an effective date if the
proposal is approved, but did say that it would be
applied retrospectively to all periods covered.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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Society Awards: Call for nominations
BY NEREIDA GOMEZ
NYSSCPA Manager, Committees

C

ertified public accountants throughout New York state give generously
of their free time to better their profession and to assist with communi-

ty causes and projects in the public interest. The NYSSCPA recognizes these
volunteer and professional commitments
through an awards program designed
to highlight outstanding service and to
recognize professional development. The
following awards are presented each year

to qualified CPAs who are Society members:
Arthur J. Dixon Public Service Award
Recognizes CPAs who have a demonstrated history of public service and volunteerism for a charitable, community or

civic organization. This award celebrates
the quality of, and dedication to, philanthropic service and the CPA’s overall
contribution to building and fostering
community.
Continued on page 7

2017 NOMINATION FORM FOR NYSSCPA AWARDS
Please indicate the award you are nominating an individual for:






Arthur J. Dixon Public Service Award
NYSSCPA Distinguished Service Award
Dr. Emanuel Saxe Outstanding CPA in Education Award
Outstanding CPA in Government Award
Outstanding CPA in Industry Award

Community, Charitable and Government Activities
(To be answered if nomination is for Arthur J. Dixon Public Service Award)
1) Organization______________________________________________________________________
Position _____________________________________________________________________________
Describe Responsibilities ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Number of Years _____________________________________________________________________
 Elected  Volunteered  Appointed

PERSONAL
________________________________________________________________________
Candidate’s Name

________________________________________________________________________
Home Address

________________________________________________________________________
Home Telephone

2) Organization______________________________________________________________________
Position _____________________________________________________________________________
Describe Responsibilities ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Number of Years _______________________

________________________________________________________________________

 Elected  Volunteered  Appointed

________________________________________________________________________

3) Organization______________________________________________________________________
Position _____________________________________________________________________________
Describe Responsibilities ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Number of Years _____________________________________________________________________

Hometown/College Newspapers (Please list for publicity purposes in the event the nominee wins)
Society Member Since

EMPLOYMENT

 Elected  Volunteered  Appointed

________________________________________________________________________
Firm

Special Considerations - IMPORTANT

Title

In 1,000 words or less, highlight the nominee’s qualiﬁcations and outstanding service and
contributions to the profession as they relate to the award you are nominating for.
*(Attach separate sheet of paper.)
For the Arthur J. Dixon Public Service Award only, highlight the nominee’s contribution to the
community.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Address

________________________________________________________________________
Telephone

Number of Years

________________________________________________________________________
Firm

________________________________________________________________________
Title

________________________________________________________________________
Address

________________________________________________________________________
Telephone

Number of Years

SOCIETY AND CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
____________________________________________________________________________
NYSSCPA Chapter

____________________________________________________________________________
Committees (Statewide and/or Chapter)

____________________________________________________________________________
Offices Held

____________________________________________________________________________

EDUCATION

Other Contributions of Note to the Society

____________________________________________________________________________
Other Significant Items to Support Nomination

School Major, Degree, Year:
1 __________________________________________________________

NOMINATOR
____________________________________________________________________________
Name

2 __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

3 __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Address

Office Phone

____________________________________________________________________________
Signature
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NYSSCPA Awards
Continued from page 6

NYSSCPA Distinguished Service Award
Salutes CPA members who have distinguished themselves as Society leaders
through model service within the NYSSCPA
and the profession. The award celebrates
those who have demonstrated outstanding
dedication to and have made a remarkable
impact upon the Society and the profession through endeavors such as inspirational service in leadership positions in
the NYSSCPA, the development of future
leaders of the Society and the profession,
educational or publication efforts, public
service and other activities.
Dr. Emanuel Saxe Outstanding CPA
in Education Award
Pays tribute to the outstanding contribution by CPAs who have dedicated their
life’s work to accounting education. These
individuals have demonstrated a passion
for and commitment to the profession by
providing an educational foundation for
future generations of CPAs. This award
acknowledges excellence in teaching and a
contribution to and promotion of the accounting profession.

Outstanding CPA in Government Award
Applauds outstanding service by CPAs
who have dedicated their professional careers to government assignments. As public servants, these CPAs have distinguished
themselves by their exemplary contribution
to the increased effectiveness of their government organization or agency, as well
as by creating value, leading by example,
championing new solutions, inspiring others and promoting the CPA as the premier
professional designation in government.
Outstanding CPA in Industry Award
Commends outstanding service and professional development in industry. This award
recognizes industry CPAs who have made
significant contributions to their business or
industry by creating value, leading by example, championing new solutions, inspiring
others and promoting the CPA as the benchmark of professional designations in industry.
Nominations
The form on page 6 can be used to nominate a CPA Society member for any of
the above awards. Please indicate on the
form the award you are nominating an
individual for. A separate sheet should be

attached to adequately highlight the qualifications and contributions of the nominee, particularly as they pertain to the
award. An effective nomination is complete and sufficiently detailed. Individuals
cannot nominate themselves.
Nomination forms can also be found on
the Society’s website at www.nysscpa.org.
All completed nomination packages
should be postmarked or delivered to the
NYSSCPA, 14 Wall Street, New York,
N.Y. 10005, Attn: Nereida Gomez, by
Jan. 31, 2017. For the Arthur J. Dixon
Public Service Award only, highlight the
nominee’s contribution to the community.
Award winners will be announced at
the Society’s Annual Moynihan Fund
Gala in May 2017. The committee will
notify the award winners and their nominators so they can make arrangements
to be present at the dinner.

Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/nysscpa

Connect with us on LinkedIn:
lnkd.in/dGrY8qW

Join us on Facebook:
facebook.com/NYSSCPA
Questions
For more information, please contact Nereida
Gomez at 212-719-8358, 800-697-7272, or
ngomez@nysscpa.org.

Your workday is likely full of punching numbers
and reviewing statements, but as you know,
life outside the office goes far beyond figures
and spreadsheets. The New York State Society
of Certified Public Accountants (NYSSCPA)
understands that your and your family’s worth
doesn’t come with a price tag.
NYSSCPA wants to protect what’s truly important
in your life by providing you access to exclusive
benefits, including competitive rates for:
• Life Insurance*
• Disability Insurance*
• Accidental Death & Dismemberment*
• And more!

The value
of life
can' t be
measured
You’re More Than Just a Number

Learn more about these valuable member benefits today!
844.282.2443 | nysscpainsurance.com/worth
*Underwritten by The United States Life Insurance Company in the City of New York.

AG-11616
162402-B-NNYSSCPA-AP-MAG-PAD
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The CPE You Need. Limited Seating—Register Today!

Alternative Investment Exempt Organizations
Fund Conference
Conference
Wednesday, 11.30.16
New York City Bar Association
42 West 44th Street
New York City
(Also Available Online)

Thursday, 12.1.16
New York City Bar Association
42 West 44th Street
New York City
(Also Available Online)

Stay on Top of the Evolving
Investments Landscape

Government’s Refreshed Focus
and What We Need to Know
Within the Industry

Visit nysscpa.org/aif16 or
call 800-537-3635 to register!

Visit nysscpa.org/exempt16 or
call 800-537-3635 to register!

Trust and Estate
Taxation Conference

Real Estate
Conference

Thursday, 12.8.16
Bernstein Private Wealth Management
1345 Avenue of the Americas
New York City
(Also Available Online)

Thursday, 12.15.16
New York City Bar Association
42 West 44th Street
New York City
(Also Available Online)

Understanding the Current Changes
Affecting Estate, Trust Planning, and
Administration Professionals

Helping Your Clients Successfully
Navigate the Real Estate Market

Visit nysscpa.org/trusttax16 or
call 800-537-3635 to register!

Visit nysscpa.org/realestate16 or
call 800-537-3635 to register!
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RISK MANAGEMENT

Phishing, spoofing and hacking prevention tips for 2017
By RANDY R. WERNER, CPA, J.D.,
LL.M./TAX

C

ybercriminals continue to target and
defraud CPA firms and their clients
by deploying new phishing schemes
in new guises. Damages resulting from the
scams can range from several thousand to
several hundred thousand dollars.
At the lower end of the range of damages are tax return-related schemes that target
the large volumes of personal identity and financial information handled by tax preparers.
The IRS recently warned tax return preparers
about new phishing schemes in which scammers send emails purporting to come from
tax software companies—fooling tax preparers into clicking on a link to update the
software but which loads malware onto their
computers instead.
The spoofing email urges recipients to
click on a link to download an “important
new software update” and install it. The file
has the same name as the legitimate tax software, but instead of providing an update, the
link downloads a program that lets cybercriminals remotely control a preparer’s computer
system in order to complete and file client tax
returns and redirect refunds to the fraudsters’
accounts. Similar email schemes using wellknown tax software company names have targeted individual taxpayers as well.
Lessons and tips
The lesson here is to never click on unexpected links or open attachments in email.
Instead, use the software or other provider’s
main website to download necessary updates.
Tax professionals should frequently run a security “deep scan” to search for viruses and
malware on their computers.
Providing regular staff training will enhance awareness of the dangers of phishing
scams, which can come in the form of emails,
texts and phone calls from scammers posing as vendors or contract workers. Effective

training can make all the difference between
the success or failure of a fraudulent scheme.
Some experts recommend adding a data
breach simulation to the training schedule at
least once per year. Other training programs
will test awareness by “inoculation,” in which
all users are sent a benign phishing email.
Those who err are then educated on how to
avoid the errors.
Strengthening passwords for computer
and software access is also good loss prevention practice. Passwords should have at least
eight characters (although longer is better),
with a mix of numbers, letters and special
characters (e.g., “D@Wg&PoN1$#0”). Or
use a passphrase, instead—they are easy to remember, but by merely changing some of the
letters to numbers, such as “E” to “3,” users
will end up with a strong password. For example, change a few characters and “ILoveNYSSCPA” becomes “!L0Vny$scp@.”
Hackers stealing tax refunds
Another tactic hackers use to scam tax preparers is to send fraudulent email messages to
the preparer with bank account numbers different from the legitimate client account number, in an attempt to divert tax refunds into the
hacker’s sham account. Once the refund is sent
to the wrong account, it is immediately withdrawn, and tax authorities bear no responsibility for reissuing the refund once it has been
sent to a bank account.
One common spoofing technique involves
the hacker’s email address being just one letter
or digit off from the legitimate client email
address (e.g., “businessware.com” becomes
“businesware.com”)—just enough to look
like the client’s address and to get the tax return preparer to change the account number.
By hovering your mouse over a link, without
clicking it, you can check the address for the
website. If the address is for a different website, that’s a red flag, as is a misspelled link.
Tax preparers should verify with clients
over the phone any changes in bank account

numbers before filing. It’s also wise to have
insurance coverage, in case the fraudulent
scheme is not detected in time.
Phishing schemes may also target information such as W-2 forms, employee Social
Security numbers or credit card information.
The information can then be sold or used in
attacks against the employees’ own personal
computers, credit cards and other accounts.
Fraudulent wire transfers
At the upper end of the range of damages are claims involving firms with authority over client funds. Business management
or bill-paying services are usually involved,
including regularly requested wire transfers
for high-net-worth clients. The firms receive
email requests that look like prior legitimate
requests but were actually emailed by a hacker who had commandeered a client’s email
account by inserting a link or extra step into
an earlier email message.
The CPA or recipient clicks a link in
the initial fake email from the client; opens
a Word, Excel, or PDF document or file; or
enters a password, enabling the hacker to take
control over the email account, as well as the
messages. This is called a “man-in-the-middle” attack. When the hacker is controlling
both the CPA and the client’s email accounts,
it can be difficult to figure out that communications are being manipulated. Hackers can
also divert legitimate messages from being
sent. Voice-mail messages that are converted
into email messages can also help a hacker to
perpetrate a scheme.
The requested transfers are often made
to a bank in a foreign country, or through a
U.S. bank to a foreign bank. When the fraud
is discovered after the transfer, however, the
funds are usually not recoverable. Domestic
banks are not always helpful in preventing
fraudulent transfers, as laws tend to limit
their risk exposures and enable them to deny
responsibility.

Avoiding wire transfer fraud
If asked to do anything out of the ordinary or routine, be suspicious. Messages may
contain poorly contstructed sentences that
are inconsistent with the client’s usual way
of writing. A new bank account receiving the
funds is also a red flag, especially if the new
account is in another country.
Beware of any wire transfer requests made
via email and only proceed with the tranfer
after verbally confirming with the client that
they want the transfer to proceed in accordance with the directions in the email (this
includes, but is not limited to, confirming
the dollar amounts, the name of the financial institution, and the actual bank account
number).
Call senders to verify emails or attachments before you open them, especially if
they were not anticipated in the first place.
Another way to verify transfers with a client
is to have them confirm information that
only they would know and to which a hacker
would not have access.
As CPA firms, tax professionals and their
clients continue to be victimized by cybercriminals, firms should redouble their vigilance with email and other cyberprotection
activity, and create conservative policies to
prevent such crimes. A renewed effort toward
preparing and educating your staff on cyber
risk exposures will help deter criminals when
they target your firm.
Randy R. Werner, CPA, J.D., LL.M./Tax,
is a loss prevention executive with Camico
(www.camico.com). She responds to Camico loss
prevention hotline inquiries and speaks to CPA
groups on various topics.
For information on the Camico program, call Camico directly at 800-652-1772,
or contact: (Upstate) Reggie DeJean, Lawley
Service, Inc., 716-849-8618, and (Downstate) Dan Hudson, Chesapeake Professional
Liability Brokers, Inc., 410-757-1932.

DISCIPLINARY MATTERS
GEORGE L. LOUIE, of Wantagh, N.Y., was suspended
from membership under the automatic disciplinary provisions
of NYSSCPA bylaws Article XII–Professional Conduct and
Disciplinary Proceedings, Section 5. Automatic Discipline,
effective Dec. 15, 2015, in connection with the disciplinary action taken by the New York State Education Department, Office of Professional Discipline, State Board for Public Accountancy. The State Board suspended Louie’s license for two years
(four months actual suspension, 20 months stayed suspension),
with two years’ probation in connection with Superior Court
Information charging him with the crime of Offering a False
Instrument for Filing in the Second Degree, in violation of
Section 175.30 of the New York Penal Law, a class A misdemeanor. Louie entered a plea of guilty in full satisfaction of the
Superior Court Information.

GEORGE T. RHEIN, of Lake Grove, N.Y., had his
membership in the NYSSCPA terminated, effective July 7,
2016, as a result of a decision by a hearing panel of the Joint
Trial Board. Rhein was found guilty of violating NYSSCPA
bylaws Article XII–Professional Conduct and Disciplinary
Proceedings, Section 12. Failure to Cooperate, in that he failed
to cooperate with the Ethics Charging Authority in its investigation of his professional conduct by not responding to
interrogatories and the request for documents.
REID A. HACKNEY, of San Antonio, Tex., had his membership in the NYSSCPA terminated, effective Aug. 31, 2016,
under the provisions of Article XII–Professional Conduct and
Disciplinary Proceedings, Section 5. Automatic Discipline,
as a result of disciplinary action taken by the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC). Hackney submitted an Offer
of Settlement, which the SEC accepted. Specifically, the SEC
denied Hackney the privilege of appearing or practicing before the SEC as an accountant. He was prohibited from acting as an officer or director of any issuer that has a class of
securities registered to Section 12 of the Securities Exchange
Act, for a period of five years. This decision was based on the
SEC’s finding that Hackney breached his duty to shareholders
by engaging in insider trading of two entities in advance of
public announcements, on the basis of material nonpublic information obtained from his employer. Hackney was ordered
to pay disgorgement of $48,050, prejudgment interest thereon
of $4,670 and a civil money penalty of $48,050, for a total of
$100,770 to the SEC for transfer to the general fund of the
Unites States Treasury.
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Welcome, new NYSSCPA members!
The following list includes all of the NYSSCPA’s new members in 2016 and the chapter to
which they belong.
ADIRONDACK
Benjamin Dvortsis
Steve Feldman
Sara Gallacchi
Hillary Hart
Jaylene Johnston
Lori Martindale
Howard Mierek
Juan Patino
Terance Ruso
Charmi Shah
BUFFALO
Allison Agate
Cassidy Albone
Nicole Alexander
Paul Andalora
Amanda Andriaccio
Ryan Balas
Trevor Barton
Shannon Beiter
Jessica Bolsei
Kaitlin Borth
Mary Bostwick
Jing Jing Chen
Kyle Clarey
Melody Cole
Matthew Colicchia
Adam Connelly
Lindsay Cory
Nathan Cristantello
Michael Davis
Ashley Del Plato
Jessica Dieter
Peter DiNunzio
Louis DiSarno
Gian Fernandez
Nicholas Fiume
Alexander Frey
Zacherie Geary
Julia Giczkowski
Marcus Gilligan
David Grek
David Hanewinckel
Cortney Heitzman
Jeffrey High
Molly Kassirer
Samantha Keller
Jerry Klein
John Kleindinst
Matthew Lucarelli
Jeanette Mahiques
Samantha Mazur
Timothy McCollum
Nicholas McCormick
Jennifer Mesch
Valerie Miller
Megan Morris
Phuong Nguyen
Mary Parmer
Rajan Patel
Gian Carlo Perfetti
Lynn Puerner
Jeffery Reimann
Giovanna Roth
Tricia Schmitt
Kyle Sentiff

Wei Shen
Amy Smith
Marissa Stack
Suzanne Tzetzo
Mary Villa
Andrea Wick
Victoria Wilhelm
Michael Williams
Melissa Winter
MANHATTAN/BRONX
Yenny Abreu
Ali Abubakar
Grace Acevedo
Jason Ackerman
Kayla Addicks
David Adeyi
Dean Ahmad
Zaineb Ainuddin
Jason Alberts
Sophia Alexiades
Lesya Alshansky
Glenn Ambinder
Bibian Amonge
Dawn Angermaier
Loulou Angibeau
Morris Antar
Sayaka Araki
Faina Aronova
Ashima Arora
Valeriya Artimovich
Besmir Asani
Carlos Asencios
Tracy Bailey
Ishmael Bajaha
Rubin Bakalli
Harjeet Bala
Baldassarre Baldassarri
Anna Barclay
Jeremy Bari
Tim Bariev
Georgette Barton
Scott Bashford
Robert Basinski
Bibek Basnet
Haley Bastien
Bernhard Becker
Michael Beckman
Christopher Benjey
David Bennett
Sheron Bennett
Zakaria Berraha
Estela Berrios
Scott Beshar
Ashley Bohn
Mohammad Ali Bouzine
Bryan Boyle
Erik Bradbury
Alan Braverman
Javell Brown
Thomas Brunette
Nisha Buckingham
Maria Bueno
Yiwen Cai
Janine Canale
Olmedo Caraballo
Ronald Carrasquillo

Miguel Castro
Enea Cenalia
Jimmy Chan
Kai ChanMayuran
Chandrakanthan
Jin Chang
Chen Chen
Huixuan Chen
Suya Chen
Xi Chen
Mandy Cheung
Hae Sol Choi
Thomas Clougher
Matthew Condon
Ernesto Conte
D. Antonio Contestabile
Stacey Cook
Jordan Cooper
Amanda Corbin
Kevin Coto
Laura Crawford
Leslieann Creed
Kara Cronin
Alexandria Crumpton
John Cuccurullo
Nicole Cunningham
Ming Dai
Adam Daniel
Roseluce Dauphin
David Dayan
Catherine Del Re
Michael Dellasperanza
Jimmy Demetri
Grace Denny
Keran Deonarine
Christopher Desmangles
Nicholas DeSpirito
Nicole DiGiorgio
Michael DiNoto
Oumi Sory Doumbia
Fljorina Dragovic
Paul Droubie
Yawen Duan
Carlos Duarte
Kiegh Dudley
Aaron Edelheit
Michelle Edry
Hope Farmer
Robert Feeney
Susan Feitelberg
Habib Ferdous
Kristen Ferguson
Leonel Ferreira
Brendan Finnerty
Sarah Fisher
John Fitzgerald
Michael Fleisher
Marlon Flores
Marc Foley
Brittany Foltzer
Scott Foster
Gabriel Fox
Salvatore Franchino
Mathieu Francois
Thomas Freeman
Kenneth Fu
Thomas Gancarski

Mukeash Gangapersaud
Alexandra Gasson
Shakima Gillings
Andres Giraldo
Jeffrey Gittler
Ting Gong
Jonathan Gonzalez
Margaret GonzalesDavid
Goodman
Zachary Goodman
Karen Gordon
Aleksandr Gorkhover
Natalia Gorlova
Oleg Gorshkov
David Greenspan
Andrew Greiner
Steven Grill
Alexandra Gu
Yajun Gu
James Guberman
Jonathan Gulman
Chang Guo
Xiaohan Guo
Yunyan Guo
Uliana Gureev
Allison Guttenplan
Zachary Haas
Kenneth Hafner
Cirline Han
Sonia Haque
Annie Harleman
Samantha Harris
Satkumar Hemraj
David Herman
David Highfill
Roy Hilzinger
Jason Hoo-Fatt
Peter Hopkins
Robert Horowitz
Haiming Hu
Sylvia Huang
Samuel Huhr
Steven Ip
Samira Iqbal
Ewa Iracka
Ilya Israilov
James Jacaruso
Jacqueline Jameson
Dennis Javer
Djenane Jean-Philippe
Drew Jennings
Carl Johnson
Sophia Johnson
Maurice Jones
Sophia Jung
Kenneth Kaan
Evan Kanarek
Jaymes Kardish
Gregory Kastner
Barry Kaufman
John Kaufmann
Stephanie Kerber
Ghassan Khalil
Md Khan
Chi Yeon Kim
Peter Kim
Patrick Kinzler
Matthew Klein
Irina Kogan
Irina Kogan
Adil Kolenovic

Paula Kong-Sinclair
Kevin Kowalik
Yisroel Kramer
Jim Krantz
Joshua Krug
Ronald Kum
Courtney Kunzig
Delilah Kwong
Angela Laguer
Gwayne Lai
Rebecca Lai
Wes Lai
Arpi Lal
Richard Lamia
Ashok Lamichhane
Scott Landesman
Xiaoguang Lang
Antonio Langston
Richard Lanigan
Timothy Larson
Rodney Laveau
Timothy Lawless
Efstratios Ledakis
Benjamin Lederman
Eunjee Lee
Jennifer Leelaviwatana
Isaac Lepro
Donald Leventhal
Alan Levy
Janet Levy
Steven Levy
Jingjing Li
Kristal Li
Yijun Li
Yiying Li
Karie Lin
Mindy Lin
Zhen Lin
Fennie Lin-Wong
Robert Loccisano
David Logan
Frank Longobardi
Marisa Lovallo
Matthew Lowe
Stephen Lurie
Michael Luxenberg
Stephanie Ly
Thomas Lynch
Helen Macleod-Brewer
Frederick Madera
Vijay Maharaj
Joshua Mahler
Jennifer Maizel
Ilya Malinovsky
Nigyar Mamedova
Chitan Manbodhe
Kyle Mannheimer
Tom Mao
Andrey Marchenko
Raquel Marin-Oquendo
Ian McAdams
Amy McAneny
Michael McCabe
Owen McRae
Miguel Medrano
Li Mei
Kymberly Messersmith
Andre Miller
Tariqah Mills
Sunghwan Min
Richard Monaco

Lynn Montrose
Isamar Morales
Joseph Moreno
Stephen Morgan
Erin Morris
Gregory Morrow
Jill Morton
Cathia Mouawad
Elizabeth Mullen
Stephen Musante
Jocelyn Nager
Steven Napier
Omar Nasif
Michelle Nevin
Susan Ng
Jacob Nicholson
Xiaotong Niu
Timothy Noonan
Julianna Obeid
William O’Donnell
Alicia O’Neill
SiChang Ouyang
Ayca Ozkur
Andrew Palladino
Janice Parise
Seonjoo Park
Mercy Pascual
Anjuli Patel
Shaunelle Patterson
Sally Payan
Timothy Peabody
Jenna Pedersen
Rynelly Perez
Kimberly Pilling
Melanie Pino
Sahika Polatel
Alexander Ponchak
Mario Prcic
Fatima Rahman
Anita Ramasami Henriquez
Margaret Reach
Andrew Reyes
Diliana Reynoso
Yaneirys Reynoso
Steven Rich
Chelsea Riedel
Amanda Rinaldo
Smadar Rinat
Brian Ripkey
John David Risotto
Rosanna Rodriguez
David Roer
Ray Roldan
Samantha Romoff
Dennis Rose
Andrew Roslan
Madeleine Rumely
Ruchik Sadavrati
Gil Samuelson
Jonathan San Solo
Eudine Santo
James Sarubbi
Dennis Saslofsky
Michael Satriale
Amanda Saw
Ryan Schneider
Lindsay Schuckman
Jacquelyn Segal
Michael Sena
Continued on page 11
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New members
Continued from page 10

Richard Sendrovitz
Eugene Serman
Crystal Sewa
Christina Seymour
Jigar Shah
Rushi Shah
Faisal Sharif
Nameca Sharma
Matthew Sheehan
Yanting Shi
Yu Shi
Daniel Sidorenko
Scott Silberman
David Silverstein
Bola Sim
Wai-Ming Sin
Brett Singer
Eritt Sinkko
Steven Smerina
Margaret Smyth
Shivender Sofat
Gregory Soumakis
Suryagayathri Sreelatha
Shelley Steele
Howard Stein
Steven Steinberg
Jennifer Steinke
Jacob Stern
Justin Stone
Yingjing Su
Melissa Suen
Brendan Sullivan
Liang Sun
Nannan Sun
Yajun Sun
Massiel Susana
Ryoko Suzuki
Kathleen Sweeney
Magda Szabo
Rosalia Tabbita
Mina Taguchi
Kevin Talbot
Lisa Tan
Victor Tapia
Ahmed Tariq
Paul Tasnady
David Taub
Stuart Taub
Tamika Taylor
Ginette Arielle Tchabda Hami
Kimberly Teplitz
Vasuky Thangavadiev
Constantinos Theofanous
Elizabeth Thomas
John Thorpe
Sijing Tian
Lisa Toback
Jack Trachtenberg
Joseph Tringali
Ryan Tyas
Clarissa Vainius
Kevin Vannucci
Liana Vardanian
Cindy Vargas
Luis Vargas
Krystal Voelker
John Voinski
Jolie Vu
Lara Waldner
Rajat Wali
Kaitlyn Walsh

Guo Wang
Kaiyue Wang
Shuo Wang
Yiqian Wang
Sara Wekselblatt
Sean Welch
Anthony Williams
Cheryl Williams
Armani Willis
Michael Windels
Matthew Wolfe
Eric Wong
Jessica Wong
Xiao Wu
Yeh Wu
Xing Xu
Yingzhe Xu
Naomi Yarimi
Catherine Yen
Peggie Yu
Imran Yusufov
Zohir Zahan
Matthew Zarrello
Wilson Zhang
Yiwei Zhang
Yuhui Zhang
Minmin Zhao
Lihui Zheng
Yinzhi Zheng
Hui Shan Zhong
Pei Zhong
Boyan Zhou
Camille Zhu
Yunan Zou
MID HUDSON
Vincent Allou
Ryan Ciancanelli
Joanna Clarke
My’kai De’jean
Shannon Doherty
Amber Feaster
Sara Ghazimirsaeid
Ryan Haff
Malia Hoefer
Danielle Hostetter
Amy Husted
Robert Lakhman
Rosalie Lear
Timecca Lee
Andrea Maltese
Jennifer Martin
Jessica McMahon
Kirstyn Melick
Jessica Morra
Elizabeth Murphy
Olanrewaju Oyekola
Richard Rider
Amie Rogers
Christopher Seger
Cathryn Strobl
Shane Sullivan
Jennifer Traverse
Michael Weddell
Marc Weiss
Jonathan Wilgus
Dorene Witte
Gregory Zalewski
NASSAU
Sean Abbate

Michael Abbondandolo
Jacqueline Abdelmessih
Muhammad Abid
Muhammad Abid
Stephen Abramson
Alexander Anastasi
Raymond Andersen
Daniel Baldessari
Matthew Bellacosa
Lauren Benoit
Nikkia Billouin
Billy Breitner
Imani Brown
Maria Buondelmonte
Dario Campos
Patrick Careccia
Ryan Cohen
Erin Conway
Frank Costigliola
Smaragda Darmanin
Brian Day
Dominick DeMeo
David DeMinno
Anthony DiGiovanni
Danielle DiGrazia
Frank DiLullo
Lauren DiPalma
Gerald Donaghy
Howard Douglas
Tasha-Ann Douglas
Glen Edelstein
Mickey Elbaum
Rina Esterov
Patricia Evans
Lauren Falcone
Christopher Fasano
Jason Feingertz
Saul Feldman
Andrew Finlayson
Stephanie Flaum
Elizabeth Forspan
Martin Gennusa
Daniel Giuliante
Justin Goldberg
Ernesto Gulotta
Robert Gutierrez
Isidor Hefter
Seth Heller
Duncan Huang
Anjali Jain
Christian Jimenez
Sonia Joseph
Maria Karageorgiou
Niki Karanicolas
Liliana Kayali
Billy Keogh
Rida Khan
Kyle Knigge
Lyle Kotler
Christina Labita
Johnson Lee
Matthew Leone
Ronald Lettieri
Boshu Li
Marc Lion
Seda Livian
Georges Magloire
Aziza Manasseh
Paul Marquez
Peter Metz
Ducarmel Mezier

Mark Mohtashemi
Sean Moran
Faisal Nadeem
Maria Noto
Erin O’Donnell
Michael Onufrey
Philip Palladino
Golda Perookunnel
Charles Perry
Joseph Petta
C. Douglas Pettit
Praveen Prasad Madathil
Ann-Isabel Previl
Jason Radelicki
David Rothfeld
Jason Ruvin
Floria Samii-Nikpour
Judith Samuels
Sanford Schmidt
Kristy Serviss
Jagdish Shah
Tanvi Shah
Dilip Shetye
Jamaal Solomon
Christopher Soutar
James Spratt
Patricia Stauder
Anjanie Sudhai
Yi Sun
Jack Swerdlin
Dustin Thomas

Karla Traylor
William Tsoucalas
William Vaughan
Rima Waseem
Ian Weinberg
Seaton White
Brian Wolff
Yongkang Yan
Yaniv Yardeni
Xiaqing Zhang
NORTHEAST
Melissa Baker
Daniel Berryann
Craig Borgen
Weili Cao
Nancy Cavanaugh
Evan Chamberas
Stephen Comer
Josh Coso
Kristen Del Rosario
Matthew Dombrowski
Ben Dukoff
Mary Ekland
Sean Fay
Philip Hauser
Timothy Hilker
Kathleen Isgro
Grace Kachigian
Matthew Krohmer
Jessica Langfield

Nicole Lomme
Yisha Lu
Michaela Meers
Kristina Oliver
Craig Peterson
Matthew Piraino
Christopher Rizzo
Kayla Rogers
Shanay Salley
Joseph Senecal
Alberto Sepulveda
Mark Smith
Ryan Smith
Christina Stahl
Khadhyja Taylor
Yiqiao Tian
Schuyler Tilly
Ewa Ulanowska
Nora Wolfe
QUEENS/BROOKLYN
Aharon Abitbol
Danny Acosta
Firaz Ali
Henry Aristizabal
Therron Augustine
Shamdai Balasar
Evelyn Bedoya
Stanton Bhola
Continued on page 12
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Elizabeth Blevins
Wilbur Blount
Joshua Buckins
Karina Cantor
Raul Cedeno
Nikki Cerchione
Jian Chen
Sing Chu
Renzo Chumbiauca
Juan Cifuentes
Jacqueline Clark
Donnell Davis
Edward Dayan
Karen Deane
Emmanuel Dela Cruz
Peter Dent
Meagen Desir
Leroy Duffus
Nasir Faizi
Miriam Feldman
Romeo Fernandez
Aaron Friedman
Josselyn Gallardo
Keetanjalee Gangasarran
Chao Gao
Ahron Golding
Rachel Goldwag
Jenny Gonzalez
Melissa Gravino
Andrew Green
Shavetta Gupta

Olivier Habimana
Christie Haskins
Cody Heintz
Lenisse Henriquez
Milsa Heras
Laura Hoffmann
Ricardo Hylton
Madeline Jaszczak
Matthew Kaufman
Tajinder Kaur
Ghiasul Khan
Tarn Khera
Ahreum Kim
Kyungwon Kim
Reishma Kistow
Cheskel Klein
Nickolaos Kourounis
Olga Kuzmina
Kevin Kwan
Nishad Ladha-Singh
Jeffrey Lagredelle
Eva Law
Jooyean Lee
Bo Li
Wenhao Liang
Dandan Lin
Tulsiedat Mangar
Michael Marinelli
Nassor Matherson
Monica McCartan
Bianka Merette Mondesi

corner

―

Shmueli Milecki
Hayat Moustafa
Rinchen Namgyal
Sylvester Naraine
Joseph Neumann
Diana Ordonez
Baljit Pallian
Viviana Palomino
Surage Perera
Jason Petrino
Corrinne Phillips-Jordan
Gabriel Pinter
Alireza Andrei Rashidi
Mizchelle Roan
Jonnathan Romero
Felix Rozenbaum
Sara Rudich
Paripada Rungseenapakorn
John Rzonca
Mitchel Sanchez
William Sanchez
Vanessa Scotland
Eunice Sena
Josh Shapin
Jie Shen
Kenny Shivkumar
Eric Skoglund
Felix Spivak
Hershel Stern
Yuan Sun
Debbie Tavares-Dean

stone

Helping you build business success
on a strong foundation of community
spirit, expert analyses, sound guidance
and trust. That’s the power of a local
connection, with you year by year,
wherever you want to grow.
Elise Simon, Vice President,
Business Banking
elise.simon@baml.com
bofaml.com/yourcorner

The power of global connections

TM

General disclaimer for Bank of America Merrill Lynch, visit baml.com/disclaimer.
©2016 Bank of America Corporation. GCB-150-AD ARF684XT

Jordan Toshek
Mario Treglia
Dinesh Tribhowan
Tenzin Tsewang
Czar Vallejera
Nelly Vasquez
Franz Walter
Jie Xia
Jeff Yakubovich
Leslie Ann Yarde
Jinglei Ye
Mou Yi
Carolyn You
Lihui Yu
Nickolas Zacarese
Jiaying Zhan
Liyan Zhang
Jian Yao Zhao
Xiaodong Zhao
ROCHESTER
Shannon Allen
Kholod Alsahali
Ayaan Aweis
Ellen Bailey
Ziwei Chen
Paige Cheney
Yaning Cheng
Cheng Chi
Brian Cornetta
Amber Cramp
Jacob DiLallo
Sammy DiSalvo
Michael Draves
Ronnie Ells
Nicholas Feligno
Lisa Fitzsimmons
Taylor Forshay
Yunjia Gao
Nicole Gleicher
Zhuo Gu
Rinat Gusev
Tonya Hall
Bradford Hasenauer
William Head
Glenn Huels
Elizabeth Kelpin
Tessa Kettrick
Julie Kilcoyne
Victoria Kleehammer
Brian LaFountain
Enrique Ledesma
Zachary Lockhart
Jingyi Lu
Xiaolei Lu
Yi Lu
Zhelun Ma
Elizabeth Marr
Daniel May
Peter McKee
Pavel Mikhaylov
John Nasky
Bellalith Olivera-Hernandez
Micah Pulliam
Bruce Rawleigh
Michael Roman
Cheyenne Seymour
Jiabao Shen
Yang Shen
Mary Short
Trevor Smith

Yue Sun
Jessica Sutton
Leah Swarthout
Janel Townsend
Tra Tran
Amy Vinciguerra
Zhouyang Wang
Mary Karen Webber
Jason Wilson
Kurt Wojdat
Krystal Zawodzinski
Xi Zhu
ROCKLAND
Daniel Cacapit
Ronald de Ramon
Thomas Heinbockel
Kenneth Jaslow
Nicole LaCava
Kenneth Long
Tonya Love
Thomas Morr
James Muckell
Melissa Quezada
Lenore Sanchez
Lynn Sweeney
SOUTHERN TIER
Sarah Acker
Emily Backus
Grey Bennis
Emilie Chang
Kristen Conn
Jeffrey Gnad
Kelly Hawkins
Katie Kirk
John McKinley
Noah Oliver
H. Saggiomo
Shawn Southard
STATEN ISLAND
Mourad Agamy
Thywill Avi
Viktoria Berezovskaya
Lauren Bonaventura
Cynthia Burns
Michael Choy
Edward Colucci
Ba Fatimata
Marie Gioiosa
Victoriya Golikov
Alan Langer
Michael Licitra
Marino Mazzei
Justin Ottrando
Nadine Rios
Joffre Valencia
SUFFOLK
Tiffany Attardo
William Ayers
Sylwia Barrezueta
Daniel Bayona
Albert Bernard
Paul Bevilacqua
Elizabeth Boonin
Michael Breunig
Michael Brown
Lindsey Brucculeri
Jerica Burch

Ronald Burton
Richard Byllott
Barry Dampf
Laura DaPuzzo
Dominic DaSilva
Frank DeConinck
Matthew Dellaratta
Michael Dickson
Kristina Domenici
Luisa Duque
Kevin Ellis
David Emmerman
Michelle Espey
Maria Fernandez
Joseph Giamanco
John Hart
Loretta Henry
Jennifer Ilgaz
Frank Irizarry
Nicholas Jackman
Matthew Kelleher
Ronnie Kim
John Kneisel
Katarzyna Kupiszewska
Matthew LaBianca
Valentine Longano
Kathleen LoVerde
Dionne March
Michael Marino
Christy Martin
Claribel Martinez
Andrew Meltzer
Gary Merrill
Mark Miata
Keith Miller
Vincent Mitchell
Joseph Molloy
Alissa Moriarty
Andrei Muresan
Zach Niven
David O’Connor
Megan Palacino
Jenna Pantaleo
Nicole Petker
Joseph Pignataro
Daniel Porter
David Racker
John Riservato
Richard Rodriguez
Judd Rothman
Fabian Sanders
Robert Scarpati
Alan Schoenberger
Wahlid Sharifi
Daniel Shouler
Zaineb Siddiqui
Roger Spiegeleire
Nikohl Stegman
Aline Strobl
Ryan Swane
Brian Thaler
Mark Tocci
Joseph Turek
Laura Velez
Alexandra Zervos
SYRACUSE
Ariana Anoceto
Rebecca Braheney
Continued on page 13
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Board picks

Continued from page 12

Wyatt Buerkle
Casey Christopher
Christian Dodge
Anthony Finochio
Eric Gardner
Michelle Lesser
Edward Lusk
Sean McKenna
James Miner
Jessica O’Laughlin
Joseph Pompo
Kara Rademacher
Emily Read
Shannon Riley
John Robinson
Christian Samara
Bradley Shepard
Maria Snyder
Katherine Tascione
David Turan
Kate Waltman
Nicole Warren
Brian Wegman
Taylor Wendler
Ashley Wood
Shichu Yi
UTICA
Dennis Coughlin
Eileen Freytag
Christopher Giambrone
Sarah Kinney
Thomas Neumann
Patrick Wiggins
WESTCHESTER
Debra-Kae Anderson
Jose Andrade Reyes
Benjamin Arias
Judith Balsan
Renette Bayne Issaka
Gary Brudnicki
Saran Camara
Cindy Castillo-Zapata
Jonathan Cocchiola
Tiffany Cocozza
Kyle Crimmins
Michelle Cumbe
Ryan Daley
Jeremy Dantzig
Byron Delarosa
Serdar Demir
Stefani DiBuono
Matt DiPasquale
Elena Dulguerova
Joseph Farrenkopf
Simon Frroku
Steven Halpern
Liba Harvan
Christine Heaney
Thomas Hickey
Christine Iarocci
Laura Indriolo
Eric Iparraguirre
Sabrina Islam
John Klinger
Nicole Korovich
Michael Markhoff
Yeni Martinez
Bridget Mensah
Carly Miller

Melissa Modelson
Kerry Molloy Bertoldi
Rio Bernard Montano
Dwayne Montaque
Jeremy Morris
Marilyn Murphy
Lucille Murray
Antonia Panteleo
Perry Ptashnik
Jimmy Rajan
Andrew Roth
Jose Santana-Taveras
John Santoro
Gustave Scacco
Katherine Schuhow
Ryan Schwam
Gregory Sharofsky
Luigi Sinapi
Anthony Siniscalchi
Dalit Stern
David Strupinsky
James Sutton
Matthew Taguer
Zhen Tao
Stephanie Tarricone
Leomaris Taveras
Patrick Trask
Sydney Unger
Jennifer Vairo
Cindy Velasquez
Sayda Villon Veramendi
Joseph Vinciguerra
Michael Voellmicke
Tameka Walters
Yuan Yuan Wang
Angela Welsh
Ronald Zelin
OUT-OF-STATE
Francisco Alfaro
Filippo Amoroso
Olufemi Atoyebi
Hilary Beatrez
Charles Beauchamp
Catherine Bendall
Howard Berner
Patricia Boemo
P. David Boyle
Sarah Brassington
Tara Brewer
Stephan Chait
Brian Chibwe
Robert Chirkis
Colin Cody
Jane Davis
Paul DeBonis
Anthony DeCandido
Laurie Don
Christine Druesne
Tanya Dunbar
Vyacheslav Ezerin
Scott Fischer
Charles Friezo
John Furey
Peter Gendron
Yechiel Gertzfeld
Shmuel Gordon
Joe Hayes
Sean Hickey
Peter Hoffman
Ah Hyun Jeon
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Sara Junik
Swagath Kalaparambath
Michael Kaplan
Thomas Kenison
Kelly Kennedy-Ryu
Kayla Konovitch
Siew Liong Kwok
Qingyi Liu
Elisabeth Luce
Kieran Lyons
Arnold Macalintal
Linda Mack
Anthony Marino
Joyce Mayeresky
Richard McDonnell
Steven Mendez
Andrew Mintzer
Luda Mirne
Peter Mirsky
Stanley Morin
Ganesh Narayan
Sandeep Narayan
Laura Newinski
Adekunle Oladosu
Charles Onchoke
Bonnie Otto
Mary Porrazzo
Lyneka Porteous
Laura Prevratil
Lisa Rachels
Kathryn Reichel
John Roldan
Kenneth Rosenfield
Jens Rosmus
Melia Ann Rowland
Genevieve Sapp
Troy Sattler
Joseph Schiavo
Mark Setzen
Kelly Sias
Kara Slover
Kelita Sookhoo
Jay Starkman
Nicole Stewart
Kristen Stinson-Scudese
Carol Striano
Heng Tang
Petra Thomas
Tiffany Thornton
Kieuchinh Tran
Carlos Trejo
Ken Ukai
Elena Vateva
Andrew Vaughan
Donald Walker
Ruilin Wang
Aquella White
Eric Wolf
Haydon Wyatt
Aaron Wysko
Eileen Xethalis
Ping Yap
Bowen Zhang
Kendy Zhang

year term and then automatically becoming
president for a one-year term; four posts for
vice president, which carry a one-year term;
secretary/treasurer, which ordinarily serves
two consecutive one-year terms; and three
at-large directors who would ordinarily
serve a three-year term.
Members may nominate themselves or
be nominated by another member. Before
submitting the name of another member for
nomination, please confirm that the candidate
is willing and able to serve. We also request
that you submit a biography or résumé for
yourself or the candidate and an email or letter
indicating why you or that person should serve
on the Board of Directors as a Society officer.
Please email your nominations and suggestions to the Society's Nominating Committee, in advance of the Jan. 2 deadline, at
nominations@nysscpa.org.
Chapter representatives
In addition, the Nominating Committee will be receiving nominations to fill five
chapter representative Board positions from
the following chapters: Adirondack, Nassau, Rochester, Staten Island and Suffolk.

For chapter nominations only, please
contact the respective chapter president to
express interest in these chapter Board positions. Their contact information is available at nysscpa.org/membership/chapters.
The Nominating Committee will meet
Jan. 12 to deliberate and interview potential
candidates.
To serve on the Board, one must be a
CPA member of the NYSSCPA for five
continuous years; and have at least two
years' service either on a statewide committee, a chapter executive board or a combination of both. For the full criteria members
must meet to serve on the Society’s Board,
refer to the Society's bylaws at nysscpa.org/
society/bylaws.htm.
In addition to these bylaw requirements,
the Nominating Committee is required to
operate within the framework of bylaw-permitted, Board-approved protocols that can be
found online at www.nysscpa/bylaws.com.
If you have additional questions about
the nominations process, please contact
NYSSCPA General Counsel Joanne Thelmo at jthelmo@nysscpa.org or call 212719-8364.

Phantom Income
Late K-1 Filings
Recapture Taxes
General Partners
Illiquid Assets
Estate Complications
Limited Information
Uncertain Future

Real estate partnerships don’t have to be a life sentence.

Liquidate with LP Equity
Contact us at info@lpequity.com or (910) 509-7202

lpequity.com

FAESEMINARS
New lower member pricing! 8-hour: In-Person $279/Live Webcast $219
Choose from a wide assortment of core topics to meet your CPE needs.
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New York City
Serving CPAs in Manhattan/Bronx, Brooklyn/Queens, and Staten Island

Date

Course Title

CPE

Date

Course Title

CPE

SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE & APPLICATIONS

ACCOUNTING & AUDITING

11-21-16

Governmental and Not-for-Profit Annual Update

8

11-29-16

FAE’s Private Company Accounting and Auditing

8

11-30-16

FAE’s Accounting Update 2016

8

12-1-16

The Strategic CFO: Big Picture Skills

8

12-1-16

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016

4

12-1-16

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016

4

12-2-16

Critical Thinking Skills for Financial Professionals

4

12-2-16

FAE’s Financial Statement Disclosures for Small- to Medium-Sized
Businesses

8

12-2-16

Shorten Month-End: Closing Best Practices

4

12-12-16

FAE’s Accounting and Review Through Case Studies

8

12-14-16

Advanced Concepts in SSARS 21 and Nonattest Services: Are You
Certain You Are in Compliance?

8

12-15-16

Minimizing Internal Control Blunders Under the New COSO Framework

8

12-20-16

Form 990: Exploring the Form’s Complex Schedules

8

12-20-16

Forensic Accounting: Investigative Practices

8

12-21-16

Common Frauds and Internal Controls for Revenue, Purchasing,
and Cash Receipts

8

12-29-16

FAE’s Accounting and Auditing Boot Camp

8

ETHICS

12-6-16

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice in the 21st Century

8

12-9-16

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for Members in Business

4

12-9-16

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for Members in Public Practice

4

11-28-16

CFO/Controller Roadmap to Organization Success with
Integrated Planning, Forecasting, and Budgeting

8

11-29-16

Current Developments and Best Practices for Today’s CFOs and
Controllers

8

11-29-16

Grow Your Book of Business and Be a (More) Trusted Advisor with
LinkedIn

2

12-1-16

The Strategic CFO: Big Picture Skills

8

11-22-16

Fiduciary Income Tax Returns—Form 1041 Workshop with Filled-in
Forms

8

11-28-16

The Best Income Tax, Estate Tax, and Financial Planning Ideas of
2016

8

12-5-16

Preparing Individual Tax Returns for New Staff and Paraprofessionals

8

12-5-16

FAE’s Individual Taxation: Review and Update for Experienced
Practitioners

8

12-6-16

Tax Forms Boot Camp: LLCs, Partnerships, and S Corporations

8

12-6-16

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice in the 21st Century

8

12-19-16

Getting More Active with the Passive Activity Rules and the New Net
Investment Income Tax

8

12-21-16

Sid Kess All-Star Series: 2016 Federal Income Tax Update—
Business Entities

8

12-22-16

Sid Kess All-Star Series: 2016 Federal Income Tax Update—
Individual Clients

8

12-22-16

The Best S Corporation, Limited Liability, and Partnership Update
Course by Surgent

8

12-28-16

Surgent McCoy’s Handbook for Mastering Basis, Distributions, and
Loss Limitation Issues for S Corporations, LLCs, and Partnerships

8

12-29-16

Getting Ready for Busy Season: A Guide to New Forms, Filing
Issues, and Other Critical Developments

8

12-30-16

The Best Individual Income Tax Update Course by Surgent

8

1-23-17

FAE’s 2015 Individual Tax Return Preparation Boot Camp

8

TAXATION

NYC SEMINARS

ALSO AVAILABLE VIA LIVE WEBCAST

FAEVP

Members save on FAE Seminars. New lower pricing!
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FAESEMINARS

Westchester

Long Island

Serving CPAs in Mid-Hudson, Rockland, and Westchester

Date

Serving CPAs in Nassau and Suffolk

Course Title

CPE

Course Title

CPE

ACCOUNTING & AUDITING

ACCOUNTING & AUDITING

12-8-16

FAE’s Financial Statement Disclosures for Small- to Medium-Sized
Businesses

8

12-12-16

FAE’s Accounting Update 2016

8

12-13-16

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016

4

12-13-16

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016

12-15-16

FAE’s Accounting and Review Through Case Studies

12-5-16

FAE’s Accounting Update 2016

8

12-6-16

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016

4

12-6-16

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and Preparation of Financial
Statements Update

4

4

12-7-16

FAE’s Financial Statement Disclosures for Small- to
Medium-Sized Businesses

8

8

12-14-16

FAE’s Accounting and Review Through Case Studies

8

11-21-16

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for Members in Business

4

11-21-16

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for Members in Public Practice

4

11-28-16

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice in the 21st Century

8

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice in the 21st Century

8

ETHICS

ETHICS

11-29-16

Date

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice in the 21st Century

8

TAXATION

11-29-16

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice in the 21st Century

8

12-5-16

The Best S Corporation, Limited Liability, and Partnership Update
Course by Surgent

8

12-6-16

Shortcuts to Tax Cuts: Business Tax Planning Strategies for S
Corporations and LLCs

8

About FAE:
Created by the NYSSCPA, the Foundation
for Accounting Education (FAE) is one of
the Northeast’s premier continuing professional education resources for high-quality,
cost-effective seminars, conferences, and
technical sessions for CPAs and other financial professionals.
Learn more about FAE Seminars at

11-28-16

THE FAE IS A REGISTERED CPE SPONSOR IN THESE
STATES WITH THE FOLLOWING SPONSOR NUMBERS:
New York, 000372
New Jersey, 20CE00022200
Pennsylvania, PX177239
NASBA, 119366 (Group-Live; Group-Internet Based)

The Foundation for Accounting Education (FAE) of the New York State
Society of CPAs (NYSSCPA) is registered with the National Association of
State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing
professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State
boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE
credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be submitted to the National Registry
of CPE Sponsors through its website: www.learningmarket.org.

About Your CPE:

www.nysscpa.org/cpe.

Learn more about FAE Conferences at

www.nysscpa.org/FAEconferences.

TAXATION

CPE requirements in New York State are 24 credits (in one field of study) or 40 credits (across different fields). Take
advantage of your local FAE Learning Center to complete your CPE requirements, including Ethics, to meet the December 31 deadline.

Visit www.nysscpa.org/cpe to register or call 800-537-3635

Members save on FAE Seminars. New lower pricing!

Nonprofit
39th Annual

Conference
Rochester
Thursday, 1.5.17

Lexington Hotel Rochester Airport
911 Brooks Avenue
Rochester, NY

New York City
Thursday, 1.12.17
Citi Conference Center
388 Greenwich Street, 3rd Floor
New York City
(Also Available via Live Webcast)

A Year of Many Changes, A Day of Comprehensive Guidance
• FASB’s Supervising Project Manager will be providing an update on the
revenue recognition project, and will cover the key elements and implementation
of the new Accounting Standards Update on Not-for-Profit Financial Statements
• Annual update on legal issues for New York State nonprofits
• Speakers will be offering their insights to address issues that are most relevant
to nonprofits in today’s environment
• Implementation tips on the OMB Uniform Guidance

Visit nysscpa.org/nonprofit17
or call 800-537-3635 to register!

FAE VP
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A new year and a new beginning in Buffalo
By BRUCE M. ZGODA
Buffalo Chapter Immediate Past President

B

uffalo has experienced its warmest
and prettiest summer in more than
40 years, and that helps to make
Western New York a well-kept secret.
I thought my term as president was ending, but I will remain as co-president with
one of our young and energetic members,
Kevin Penner. Kevin will serve as co-president with me and also continue to be one of
our leaders of NextGen.
All of our other officers continue for
another term: Sarah Hedges, as secretary; Christine Learman, treasurer; Dan
Whelehan, vice president; and our new officer Jim Gramkee, who is president-elect.
This summer, the Buffalo Chapter
worked hard to give back to our profession.
Here’s a summary of events.
Jesse Lewandowski put together Super
Comedy Night, which was enjoyed by more
than 25 young professionals. Thank you,
Jesse, for a job well done.
Then there was the Sailing on Moondance put together by another NextGen
member, Joe Lapoint. Again, many of our

So, are we doing enough? I think so, and all
young Buffalo CPAs enjoyed the beautiful
because of the many great NYSSCPA memweather on the Niagara River.
Not to let our summer end, Lisa Mrkall bers that make up the Buffalo Chapter.
brought us back together at Buffalo RiverThere are just so many wonderful things
happening here. It is no wonder I get
works for a social gathering and CPE
excited to be a part of such a wonsession where networking was the
focus, but most important was the
derful group of professionals.
good fun had by all.
I also want to honor the
Mike Molaro, the NYSSCPA’s
memory of Phil Gallson, who
manager of Chapter Engagement,
was our president-elect for
came up from Manhattan to be a
2017–2018. He passed away
part of the recruiting initiative at
in August and left behind his
our annual ethics seminar, which
wife and several children and
was sponsored by Citizens Bank.
grandchildren. Phil, one of our
BRUCE M. ZGODA
Jim Gramkee and Ed Steele did
tireless workers, was head of
Buffalo Chapter President
a wonderful job of bringing toour tax institute and had served
on
numerous
committees. He worked
gether more than 150 CPAs for CPE and a
setting up a nice happy hour. Thank you, Ed closely with me, and his many leadership
Arcara, for bringing to our chapter Renee roles in the region included president of the
Rampulla, an outstanding ethics speaker Buffalo Ronald McDonald House. At 61,
and a Society board member. As always, “Mr. Phil left us too soon and will be missed by
Everything,” Greg Altman, had his hand in all whose lives he touched. He was a genassisting on the ethics seminar to make this a tle and kind human being who was a good
great night. We raised more than $1,500 for friend to many.
the Moynihan Scholarship Fund.
Phil’s passing is a reminder for all of us to
Then there was our annual NextGen golf live each day to the fullest.
outing organized by Kevin Penner. Another
Every individual is entrusted with insuper event on another beautiful Buffalo day.
fluence in the lives of others. We all have

a deep responsibility in those relationships,
not only to spouses and children, but to
friends, employees, and to our clients.
We must fill ourselves with compassion,
kindness, humility, gentleness and patience.
Let us ask ourselves, “Are we doing
enough?” Let us all consider how we may
spur one another toward love and good deeds.
I know that I am lucky and gifted. I am
surrounded by a great wife, a wonderful family and have been touched by so many tremendous human beings. I do not know if l
have done enough, but I am going to continue to try and encourage others to give back.
Lastly, as we all strive to do the best we
can, remember: A good name is more desirable than great riches.
As religious author and motivational
speaker Matthew Kelly once said, "Our
lives genuinely improve only when we become better today than we were yesterday;
the destiny of the world is wrapped up in
this deeply personal quest."
Thank you, Buffalo. You are awesome.

bmz4848@aol.com

Closing out the year with taxation update, NextGen holiday mixer
By REBECCA HASBROUCK
Mid Hudson Chapter President

I

hope that this president’s message finds
you all well and enjoying the fall. It is truly
been an honor to serve as the Mid Hudson Chapter President for 2016–2017.
Big thanks to Brian DiFilippo, our past
president, as well as the Board of Directors who helped him organize and promote
events in the past year. It has been a pleasure
to work alongside such great board members
with diverse experience. The successive board
is building on your work so as to launch us off
into another positive year!
Our chapter was a satellite site for the
NextGen Conference on July 25, with a good
turnout of local CPAs and CPA candidates.
Thank you to NextGen Committee cochairs
Magda Reyes and Noelle DeLuca for setting
things up.
Chapter members and non-members alike
enjoyed our Open House at the Powelton

Club on Aug. 25, where we welcomed new up to date on current and emerging accountmembers and introduced the new incoming ing guidance and recent developments.
Our biggest affair of the year, the annual
2016–2017 Board of Directors. There was a
lot of great networking and the opportuni- Bankers, Attorneys and CPAs Networking
ty to recruit new members to the NextGen Event, was held on Nov. 3. Involved in the
planning were new cochairs of the CooperCommittee.
Our Membership and NextGen commit- ation with Banking Committee, Judith Papo
and Steven Engels.
tees jointly organized our annual End of
We will host a two-hour Ethics
Summer Picnic on Sept. 24. It was
update on Nov. 17 at the Ramagreat to see everyone with their
da Inn in Newburgh. Centrally
families and to enjoy the beautilocated, it should prove to be an
ful day and setting at Chadwick
optimal time and place to take
Lake Park in Newburgh. It was
advantage of the free program.
a treat also to be entertained by
Anyone who attends will also stay
the magician. He held the interest
afterward for a tasty lunch as we
of children and adults alike, and
speak with representatives from
luckily, no one lost a finger in his
REBECCA HASBROUCK
tiny guillotine!
Mid Hudson Chapter President the Society visiting our chapter.
If you have any questions or comI certainly hope that you had
the chance to attend this year’s Accounting ments for the Society, please join us!
Last but not least, rounding out the 2016
and Auditing Update at the Poughkeepsie
Grand on Oct. 20. Attendees, from both pri- calendar year, save the date for the Chapter’s
vate industry and public firms, were brought Annual Taxation Update on Dec. 8. After

the CPE session, we would like everyone to
stay for the NextGen-organized holiday mixer. We always have such a great turnout and
community outpouring of generosity at the
mixer, as attendees bring toys for the Toys for
Tots fundraiser, and local firms and companies bring their collections to the site.
If you or any of your associates are interested in serving on any of our committees,
please reach out, and encourage and support
involvement in chapter activities. We are always happy when people are involved! We
look forward to seeing everyone as active as
possible. Thank you so much for your membership in the Society and our chapter, and I
look forward to seeing you at several of our
upcoming events!

rebeccahasbrouckcpa@gmail.com
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Winter
Open
House
Be Our Guest at the Annual
NYSSCPA Winter Open House
Tuesday, December 13, 2016
14 Wall Street, 19th Floor, New York, NY 10005
5:30–8:30 p.m.
That Suits You representatives Gerard Kersey, left, and Jamael Thompson, right, with past president of the NYSSCPA and
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter, J. Michael Kirkland, with the clothing donations they collected at a career development event
on Oct. 6.

Come have a ball and get
in the holiday spirit
Live Band
Cocktails
Dinner
Entertainment
Photo Booth
LED Shuffleboard
Miniature Golf
Door Prizes

As a member, you and your guest
are our guests—admission is
complimentary
Because of security, however, advance
registration is required.

RSVP at: winterball@nysscpa.org

Helping others dress for success
On Oct. 6, TSY partnered with our Manhattan/Bronx Chapter for an event that
provided résumé and cover letter review, interview training and advice on dressing for
et me tell you a story.
Years ago, while shoe shopping success, and featured as a speaker Michael
for a pair of cross-trainers, I found Gaines, a former human resources and ada store holding a buy-one-get-one-free sale. ministrative partner at Friedman LLP.
Gaines’s presentation was excellent, as
Having scanned the selection without findwas participation by the audience, which
ing anything worthwhile, I turned to
asked for guidance on résumé styles
leave. That’s when a young man apand content. There was also disproached me and asked if I was
cussion on the interview progoing to buy a pair of shoes. He
cess—particularly regarding the
told me that his prom would be
rapport between interviewer and
held later that day, but he didn’t
interviewee.
have proper shoes and could not
There were also several clothing
afford to buy a pair on his own.
donations, which were gratefully
He was hoping someone would
received by TSY representatives
take advantage of the sale and
J.MICHAEL KIRKLAND
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter
Gerard Kersey—the founder of
split the cost with him.
Past President
TSY—and Jamael Thompson.
I told him to pick out shoes
As the year draws to a close, we CPAs
and socks, and I paid for them. He thanked
me, and in return, I asked that he help some- should think about helping our communione else in need when he saw the opportu- ties, and our profession, by giving our time.
I know that the Society’s chapters have
nity. The exchange brought me great joy, so
developed community-related programs,
I began searching for ways to help others.
This search led me to That Suits You and I ask that all chapters continue to find
(TSY), a Brooklyn-based not-for-profit ways to contribute to your communities.
organization that accepts gently used busi- That might mean advocating for financial
ness attire for men and women, and donates literacy or setting up a local drive for food
it to qualified professionals, as well as high and clothing. And don’t forget to partner
school seniors for proms and graduations. with our local organizations.
If you have any questions or suggestions,
It also led me to introduce TSY to the
feel free to contact me at jmk@nysscpa.org.
NYSSCPA’s Manhattan/Bronx Chapter.
Clothing collection is only part of TSY’s
mission. It’s also involved in professional
training—verbal and visual presentation of
both yourself and your brand. But whethJ. Michael Kirkland, CPA, CGMA, is a former
er providing clothing or knowledge, TSY’s
goal is community service, and it’s a goal we president of the NYSSCPA’s Manhattan/Bronx
Chapter and a former president of the NYSSCPA.
share at the NYSSCPA.

By J. MICHAEL KIRKLAND
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter Past President
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Bringing college students, accountants together at career fest in Hofstra
By LYNNE FUENTES
Nassau Chapter President

T

he holidays are fast approaching, but
for me it seems like yesterday was
April 15. I want to wish all of our
chapter members and the entire society a
very happy holiday season and a healthy and
prosperous New Year.
I know, for most of us, we are not only preparing for family gatherings, but we are also
beginning to prepare projections for our tax
clients and confirmations for our audit clients. This can be a stressful time, but we must
also keep in mind that there are so many that
struggle with so much more. I hope that we
as a chapter and a Society, can take the time
to slow down and appreciate not only what
we have, but to give back to those in need.
After all, it is the season of giving.
The Nassau Chapter and its members are
always looking for ways to give back not only
to Society members but to the community at
large. Here are just a few examples of what
we have planned.
The Nassau Chapter is hosting its first College Career Fest on Nov. 7 at Hofstra University.
This Career Fest is in lieu of Mentor-a-Student Night. During the day, students from
Long Island colleges and universities will be

offered a variety of workshops in which they faith Nutrition Network, which helps with
food, shelter and long-term housing for the
will learn valuable resume tips, interview
homeless on Long Island.
pointers, as well as hear from CPAs
The NextGen Committee is
already working in the public and
planning a charitable event at
private sector. In the evening
the end of November/early Dethere will be a small to mid-size
cember, and proceeds will go tocompany Job Fair for the stuward the Semper Fi Fund, which
dents. Firms will set up tables so
helps veterans who served after
that students can visit and learn
9/11. Please view our chapter
more about their companies and
webpage at nysscpa.org/nassau
drop off their resumes. This will
LYNNE FUENTES
and our November chapter newsbe the perfect opportunity for
Nassau Chapter President
letter for additional information.
small to mid-size firms to get the
Sometimes giving back is not
same type of exposure as large
firms do and to provide to college students always through monetary donations. It can
internships or full-time employment. If your be time spent, words said, or just being presfirm is interested, please call Abby Lucrezia ent, and for that, I would like to thank all
of the Nassau Chapter past presidents. Your
at (516) 542-6300.
Our first charitable event of the season examples, advice, attendance at events, and
is in November, which is our “Neturkeying” words of wisdom have proven most helpful
event. This is being held by the Attorney and in the past several months. In continuing to
Accountants Joint Committee on Nov. 22 represent the chapter and the state you not
at Carlyle at the Palace in Plainview. Just in only show the importance of being active
time for Thanksgiving, this evening of fun in the Society, but also you show why it is
will allow our members to take a well-de- important for the next generation to get inserved break from their hardworking sched- volved as well. We welcome your input and
ules and just enjoy each other’s company. active participation, each and all!!
We also have several upcoming CPE preThis event is not only for networking but
for a chance to give back as all net proceeds sentations that you will be very thankful for
and food donations will be donated to Inter- if you want to be certain that you have all

of your required credits for the year and the
most up-to-date information for this tax/audit season.
On Nov. 5, we have the Accounting and
Auditing Committee's Annual All-Day
Conference at the Upsky Long Island Hotel
in Hauppauge. And on Dec. 3-4, we have the
all-day Tax and Estate and Personal Financial Planning Conference at the Long Island
Marriot in Uniondale. For more information on these events and our various 2-credit
CPE courses, see the chapter's web page at
nysscpa.org/nassau.
I would like to congratulate Scott Sanders on becoming our chapter's first Chapter
Champion. A Chapter Champion is a member who has served in the chapter and remains engaged, passionate and excited about
the profession, their chapter, and the Society. I can't think of anyone more deserving
than Scott. One of the roles of the Chapter
Champion will be to act as our new member liaison at various networking and CPE
events. Congratulations, Scott, and thank
you for taking on this role!
Once again, I wish all of you Happy Holidays and a healthy and prosperous New Year!
Lynne@fuentesangelcpas.com

A chance to network at our holiday party
By ROSSLYN KHUNOVICH
Queens/Brooklyn Chapter Treasurer

T

he NYSSCPA Queens/Brooklyn
Chapter had an exciting summer
of CPE. Since then, we have continued to discuss the chapter’s goals and
strategies, including holding CPE sessions
on tax and ethics before the end of the year.
We would like to extend a warm thank
you to Wells Fargo & Co. for sponsoring our
ethics CPE event on Nov. 22.
We have scheduled a holiday cocktail/
dinner party and networking event to be
held at the trendy Jade Eatery and Lounge
in Forest Hills, Queens on Dec. 15. We
invite accountants and attorneys to join
us for a night out—making it an opportunity to mingle with other professionals
over cocktails, hors d'oeuvres, dinner and
dessert. Please look for the flier and communications material from the NYSSCPA
with information to register. Space is limited, so we encourage professionals who
are interested in attending to register.
We are also planning a Sales and Corporate Tax Nexus Update on Jan. 11, and
networking events in Queens and Brooklyn, as well as other ways in reaching out to
members who would like to become more
involved with this growing chapter.
As always we are looking for companies

Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/nysscpa

Connect with us on LinkedIn:
lnkd.in/dGrY8qW

Join us on Facebook:
facebook.com/NYSSCPA
Queens/Brooklyn Chapter members celebrate the holidays at the Chapter's 2015 cocktail dinner party.

and individuals to sponsor future events.
Please contact Rosslyn Khunovich, chapter
treasurer and secretary at rosslyn@gmail.com

if you are interested in being a sponsor.
rosslyn@gmail.com
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Creating
A fall full of events
a strategy
to advance
your career T

those who work in all areas of industry. It
was a great day of CPE and networking for
those who attended.
On Oct. 18, the chapter held its 19th anhe Rochester Chapter started off the
2016 fall season with some wonder- nual Ethics CPE–Clam Bake–Hall of Fame
ful events, including a brand new one. event at Monroe Golf Club. This event feaOn Sept. 21, more than 60 students at- tured two hours of ethics CPE, a networking
happy hour, dinner and Hall of Fame
tended the NextGen Committee’s
induction. NYSSCPA President F.
annual Student Mock Interviews
Michael Zovistoski and Execevent, which was our best turnutive Director Joanne S. Barry
out to date. Along with receivwere in attendance, gave a State
ing some interview advice from
Society update and met with atmore than 20 participating seatendees. It was a nice event and
soned hiring pros, attendees were
if you weren’t able to attend this
given the opportunity to pose for
year, keep your calendar open for
a professional headshot taken
JORDAN FRITZ
next year!
by an onsite photographer. This
Rochester Chapter President
Congratulations to Cheryl
event was a great success and
Yawman for being the 2016 inprovided experience to both the
ductee into the Rochester Chapter Hall of
interviewees and interviewers.
Michelle Staebell, our Education Com- Fame! Cheryl is incredibly deserving, as
mittee chair, organized the first-ever Stu- she has been very involved in the Rochesdent Social Event on Oct. 1. This event ter Chapter since joining and has even been
was geared toward students and featured a president of the chapter twice. Cheryl is also
scavenger hunt, networking and speeches by one of the first participants in the State Sochapter members. Thank you to the chap- ciety's Chapter Champion program. She is
ter members who volunteered to attend the the Chapter Champion for the Rochester
event and chat with the students. It was good Chapter, and I am confident she will do a
to see such great participation from students great job.
On Nov. 16, the NextGen Committee will
in the Rochester area.
On Oct. 14, the chapter provided a sat- hosts its 6th annual Holiday Happy Hour
ellite location for the Business and Indus- for Charity at Restaurant Good Luck. The
try Conference, an annual event catering to event begins at 5 p.m. and entrance to the

By JORDAN FRITZ
Rochester Chapter President

By JORDAN S. FREY
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter

T

he Manhattan/Bronx Chapter’s NextGen Committee
will hold its next Jeffersonian
Roundtable Dinner on Nov. 9. This is
modeled after Thomas Jefferson’s Jeffersonian Dinners, where the former
president sought to better understand
the world around him by inviting influencers with differing points of view
to dinner to discuss a predetermined
topic.
The committee’s Sept. 21 dinner
discussion centered around creating
a strategy to advancing one’s career.
The group heard from chapter members and professional speakers on
the matter. Some of the insights and
strategies exchanged regarding future
advancement included leveraging past
experiences for, the future; staying
motivated by working on things you
enjoy; targeting a specific goal and
developing steps on how to achieve
that; finding good mentors and taking in different qualities and knowledge from each; understanding your
weaknesses, and being able to adjust
and move forward; and learning to
give back the knowledge you have received.
While this short list of pointers
offered a glimpse of the evening’s
discussion, the best way to get the
full experience is to attend one our
roundtable meetings yourself. Contact me at jordansfrey@gmail.com for
more information.
Professionals from many different
backgrounds and experiences can
join the NYSSCPA to participate in
an intellectual discussion with other
like-minded individuals, expanding
their networks in the process. NextGen has created and encouraged a
sophisticated group of professionals,
allowing them to discuss important
issues and offering new, valuable resources to draw upon.

jordansfrey@gmail.com

happy hour is to be a gift that will be donated to Lollypop Farm Humane Society.
Appetizers will be served. So come enjoy, donate to a good cause and socialize with other
professionals in the area.
We will host our annual World of Accounting event on Nov. 18 at Five Star Bank
Plaza (formerly known as the HSBC Building). This is an annual event geared toward local high school students interested in the accounting profession. The event is very popular
among area students and teachers and always
fills up quickly. Please visit the chapter page
on the State Society website (www.nysscpa.
org) for event and registration information.
Our 51st annual Tax Institute is scheduled, also for Nov. 18, at the Holiday Inn
Rochester Airport Plaza Hotel. This is an
eight-hour CPE and MCLE event for both
CPAs and attorneys, with a full schedule of
wonderful speakers and sessions. Sessions
include (but are not limited to) such topics as
federal tax updates, ERISA and Nexus Issues
for Not-for-Profits. You can register for this
event online at https://mcba.org/calendar/.
I encourage all of our members to be involved in the board and the chapter. We have
a number of different committees to meet
your different interests, and they would all
welcome new faces and fresh ideas.
jfritz@manning-napier.com

Starting 2017 with the managing partners breakfast
to let students learn about the opportunities
in the accounting profession and to start
drawing new talent to our profession. If you
hether you’re a tax practitioner have a special relationship with a particular
or auditor, the Westchester Westchester high school and would like to
Chapter has plenty of events help, please let us know and we will try to
on tap that will help you to sharpen your include you in the visit.
As part of our expansion of our charitable
saw, obtain additional talent for your organization, expand your experience level, plan outreach, we are partnering with Volunteer
New York to try to match qualified interestfor your succession, and network with your
ed CPA and other professional candicolleagues, while at the same time
dates with not-for-profit organizagiving back to the community.
tions who are looking for talent to
For those of you in industry,
add to their boards of directors.
the Westchester Chapter has
If you are interested in doing
special events scheduled just for
some great networking while givyou on banking relationships,
ing back to the community, you
new lease standards, FASB upmust come to the NextGen-hostdates, tax updates, ethics and
ed wine tasting event at the Wilmuch more.
CATHERINE M. CENSULLO
low Ridge Country Club from
For tax practitioners and others looking to stay current, we Westchester Chapter President 5:30 to 8 p.m. on Nov. 3. This event
is open to people of all adult ages,
have two days in store for you,
with the Annual Tax Conference at Doral 21 and over. You can enjoy a relaxing evening
Arrowwood in Rye Brook on Nov. 11, and after tax season, meet some of your younger
members of the community, network with
again on Dec. 2. Registration is now open.
And all of you should stay current on your your colleagues and circles of influence, and
ethics credits by attending our CPA (Gener- benefit a wonderful organization, Blythedale
al) Ethics Update on Nov. 16 from 6 to 8 p.m. Children’s Hospital in Valhalla. In addition
Earn 2 ethics CPE credits, compliments of to trying some great wines, you will be able
the Society. This may be your last chance to to purchase tickets for a raffle of items including a signed football from the Jets and
take advantage of this course free of charge.
We will soon begin our high school visits a hockey puck signed by the Rangers. Our
By CATHERINE M. CENSULLO
Westchester Chapter President

W

NextGen group would be delighted if you
could join us.
The Local Practitioners Group is working
on setting up a succession planning session
on Nov. 29, from 8 to 10 a.m., geared toward
those of you thinking about merging smaller CPA firms into your firm or having your
small firm join another firm that fits your
future needs. Save the date and be on the
lookout for further details.
Our Managing Partners Breakfast is
scheduled for Jan. 17. This is your annual
opportunity to meet face-to-face with the
statewide NYSSCPA leaders and discuss
your areas of greatest concern. We are looking to find out the most pressing topics from
our firm leaders and managing partners so
that we can have the appropriate NYSSCPA
leadership members available to address your
issues. Please let me know as soon as possible
what items you would like to see addressed
on the agenda so that we can plan the meeting accordingly.
Please take a moment to look over the
contents of the Westchester Chapter newsletter, so that you don’t miss any key opportunities. Block out the time on your calendar
now, so that you will not miss any events of
interest to you.
I appreciate your input, your feedback and
your participation in our chapter.
catherine.censullo@cmcensullocpa.com
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CHAPTER EVENTS & CPE

Adirondack

Adirondack Chapter Annual Tax
Conference and Town Hall Meeting
(Officers to speak at Lunch)
When: Nov. 30, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
Where: High Peaks Resort, 2384
Saranac Ave., Lake Placid
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Cost: $150 per person
Course Code: 28612741
Contact: John Gray at john@graycpas.com

Manhattan/Bronx

Qualified Retirement Plans:
Maximizing Owners’ Benefits
When: Dec. 6, 6–8 p.m.
(5:30 p.m. check-in)
Where: NYSSCPA Offices, 14 Wall St.,
19th Floor, New York
Cost: $20 members; $30 nonmembers
CPE: 2 (specialized knowledge)
Course Code: 29156703
Register online or call 800-537-3635
Executive Impersonation Fraud
When: Jan. 12, 6–8 p.m.
(Check-in 5:30 p.m.)
Where: NYSSCPA Offices, 14 Wall St.,
19th Floor, New York
Cost: $20 members; $30 nonmembers
CPE: 2 (specialized knowledge)
Course Code: 29155703
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Mid Hudson

Mid Hudson Annual Tax Conference
When: Dec. 8, 8 a.m.–4 p.m.
(7:30 a.m. check-in)
Where: Cena 2000, 50 Front St., Newburgh
Cost: $150 members; $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28602731
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Nassau

Neturkeying Networking Event
When: Nov. 22, 6–9 p.m.
Where: Carlyle at the Palace,
1600 Round Swamp Road, Plainview
Cost: $70 per person
Course Code: 45030705
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Nassau Chapter All-Day Tax Conference
When: Dec. 3 or 4, 9–5 p.m.
Where: Long Island Marriott Uniondale,
101 James Doolittle Blvd, Uniondale
Cost: $175 members; $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: Sat., Dec. 3: 28603723
Sun., Dec. 4: 28603724
Register online or call 800-537-3635
Accounting & Auditing Update
When: Dec. 6, 6:30–8:10 p.m.
Where: Marks Paneth LLP, 88 Froehlich
Farm Blvd., Woodbury
Cost: $20 per person
CPE: 2 (1 accounting; 1 auditing)
Course Code: 29031716
Register online or call 800-537-3635
Town Hall & CPA Ethics Update
(General Ethics)
When: Jan. 5, 2017
Where: 440 Old Country Road, Carle Place
Cost: TBD
CPE: 2 (ethics)
Course Code: 42032715
Registration will be open soon.

Northeast

Queens/Brooklyn Annual Tax Conference
When: Nov. 30, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
Where: NYS Department of Taxation and
Finance, 15 MetroTech Center, Brooklyn
Cost: $100 members; $125 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Staten Island

CPA Ethics Update (General Ethics)
When: Nov. 28, 6–8 p.m. (light
refreshments served 5–6 p.m.)
Where: Regina McGinn Education Center,
475 Seaview Ave.
Cost: Free (suggested $25 or higher
donation to the S.I.U.H. Foundation)
CPE: 2 (ethics)
Course Code: 42072711
Register online or call 800-537-3635
Annual Holiday Party
When: Dec. 14
Where: La Strada Restaurant,
139 New Dorp Lane
Cost: TBD
Course Code: 45070706
Contact: Anthony Tanzi at
atanzi@delreycpas.com

Northeast Annual Tax Conference
When: Dec. 8, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
(8:00 a.m. check-in)
Where: Hilton Garden Inn–Troy,
235 Hoosick St., Troy
Cost: $150 members; $250
nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28604741
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Suffolk

Queens/Brooklyn

The 5500-A Guide for Analyzing and
Interpreting the 5500
When: Dec. 6, 8:30–10:30 a.m.
Where: Paradise Diner, 579 Veterans
Highway, Hauppauge
Cost: Free
CPE: 2 (taxation)
Contact: Rahema Zia at
rzia@ceriniandassociates.com

Town Hall & CPA Ethics Update
(General Ethics)
When: Nov. 22, 6:30–9 p.m.
Where: St. John’s University, President’s
Room (near Carnesecca Arena), 8000
Utopia Parkway, Jamaica
Cost: Free
CPE: 2 (ethics)
Course Code: 42162707
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Business Valuation Basics
When: Nov. 30, 6–9 p.m.
Where: Albrecht Viggiano Zureck &
Company P.C., 25 Suffolk Court,
Hauppauge
Cost: $25 per person
CPE: 2 (specialized knowledge)
Course Code: 29085712
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Town Hall & CPA Ethics Update
(General Ethics)
When: Dec. 6, 7–9 p.m. (5:30 p.m.
Reception/Dinner; 6:30 p.m. Officers)
Where: Stonebridge Country Club,
Smithtown, 2000 Raynors Way, Smithtown
Cost: Ethics, free; ethics & dinner,
$55 per person
CPE: 2 (ethics)
Course Code: 42082712
Register online or call 800-537-3635
Suffolk Chapter Annual Tax Conference
When: Dec. 10, 8:30 a.m.–4:45 p.m.
(8:00 a.m. check-in)
Where: Long Island Hotel, 110 Vanderbilt
Pkwy., Hauppauge
Cost: $175 members; $250
nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28608725
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Syracuse

Syracuse Annual Tax Conference and
Accounting & Auditing Update
When: Dec. 6, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
(8:00 a.m. check-in)
Where: The Oncenter, 800 State St.,
Syracuse
Cost: $175 members; $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (2 auditing; 6 taxation)
Course Code: 28609751
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Westchester

2016 Annual Tax Conference Part 2
When: Dec. 2, 8:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Where: Doral Arrowwood, 975 Anderson
Hill Road, Rye Brook
Cost: $150 members; $200 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28611735
Register online or call 800-537-3635
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What is a lesson you learned from your first job that you
still carry with you today?
SCOTT SANDERS | Partner | Jericho
Being professional, and dressing the part. I remember, when I first started right out of college, I was working for a sole practitioner. Even though I was young, I wore a
suit and tie every day and, after 37 years or so of being in the profession, have not changed since. This is how I present myself to my staff, my clients, prospective clients,
bankers and attorneys—it kind of comes with the territory. There are people in the industry who, I’m surprised, don’t. Managers, directors, partners even, who really
don’t dress the part. For me, I just feel like people respect you more in a suit than if I were to wear a more casual outfit—not even a sport jacket, but open shirts and
loafers. The other thing I learned from my first job was to always, always, always be honest. Before being hired, he [the sole practitioner] gave me a quiz question that,
I’m sorry to say, I got wrong. He asked me, “Why did you think that was what it was?” I could have argued, or come up with an excuse, but I decided to be completely
honest, even if it meant making a bad impression and not getting the job. He actually appreciated my honesty and hired me. So I’ve always taken that with me, and, to
this day, I make it a point to be honest and open about what I do—with my clients, with everyone.
ssanders@st.cpas.com
SCOTT D. HOSLER | Manager | Clinton
We’re going back 20 years from when I started, but my first job was at a small accounting firm with three partners and three staff. One partner was someone who was
especially concerned with not wasting time. I learned two lessons from this partner. The first was that if you have a question, or you’re stuck and can’t move forward,
it’s better to ask for help sooner rather than later, when it becomes a problem. We bill for our time, and no one wants to waste it on the job. Second was that when you
do ask your questions, make sure you’re asking the right ones. When you’d go to this partner’s office, you had only about 30 seconds to get your question across and get
your answer, because he was often very busy. So, when I’d go in with a question, I made sure I had the right question in mind and make sure I’d already done everything I could up to that point—he’d often ask whether I’d checked this or that or [said] that I should have known to do this. So, to this day, I make it a point to ask for
help when I need it, but also to make sure I know exactly what I need to ask for in the first place.
shosler@bonadio.com
KENNETH B. LAKS | Partner | Hauppauge
Don’t make promises you can’t keep. Don’t tell a client you’ll have the returns done by X day if you’re not certain they will be done by X day. Don’t tell a superior
you’ll get something done by a specific day and then not deliver by then. In both cases, you lose face. You’re better off being honest and telling them you’ll need a
certain amount of time, and letting them know if you need more. At the end of the day, don’t commit unless you know you’ll be successful in that commitment.
This was something I certainly learned in my first position, the hard way. I’ll never forget that mistake, and I never made it ever again.
Klaks@avz.com

DOROTHEA A. RUSSO | Partner | Harrison
Listen. I tell my youngest people this all the time: When you first start working, really working, you don’t know anything. You went through four years of college
and learned a lot, but when you’re finally working at a firm, you need to listen in order to actually apply that knowledge. I remember when I first started working, the
people—the experienced people—were talking around me, speaking in what sounded like another language. I never thought I’d get to that level where I could speak it
as fluently as they. But I listened to everything and tried to absorb as much as possible. As these conversations repeated themselves, over the next day, week, month, I
became more and more familiar with the terms and concepts, and before I knew it, I, too, was speaking fluently.
drusso@pkfod.com
GREGORY J. ALTMAN | Director | Buffalo
Details matter. When I first started out, we had mentors who impressed upon us that the biggest thing was keeping track of all your details—make notes and
always have the support for any position you take or any communication you have with people. Keep track of everything. This is a huge part of what I do now. I
work at a charter high school in Buffalo, and because I don’t just work in finance but also operations and other departments, I deal with all kinds of people. Keeping track of details and remembering what was said to whom and when is very important.
galtman@healthsciencescharterschools.org

CHERYL L. YAWMAN | Director | Rochester
I don’t know if I can isolate it to one singular thing, because when I think of that question, what comes to mind is the overall discipline and work ethic instilled in
me—the commitment, the focus and the team aspects—from public accounting training. It’s unmatched, compared to any other environment I’ve been in since.
Even though I only stayed in public accounting for two years, if I were to do it all over again, it would still have to be my first job because of the unparalleled experience in setting a foundation on which to build. The expectations are higher, and meeting them requires a great deal of rigor—all while, at the same time, studying
to take a licensing exam and traveling for work. It was a lot like basic training in the military—it just prepares you for the career later so well.
cykb@ccy.com
ROSEMARY GIOVINAZZO-BARNICKEL | Sole Practitioner | Staten Island
I first started with PwC in 1986 and was working on my very first client. There was a senior on the engagement team who used to get in really early. He told me
that it would make a really good impression on the client, on the manager and on the engagement partner to get into work in advance of the start time. So, I decided to make it a habit to always get in a little early. I was promoted early several times, and I really believe that part of it was—combined with my ability to take
on extra tasks and do the work—the fact that they knew I was always ready to take on the day. I’d get in between 8 to 8:15, even though the day started at 8:30. It’s
been years since then, but I’m still an early riser, whether I’m going to a client’s or to my office, and I think in both cases it’s helped me a lot. rbarnickel@mail.com

MICHAEL DURANT | Junior Accountant | Manhattan
I think back to my internship with KPMG, which gave me a lot of valuable career guidance. The one lesson that sticks out was always being prepared to take
notes. You don’t know the information people will throw at you, and so make sure you write everything down—not just to remember, but in case someone decides
to change their story, you have proof. This has served me very well. In the accounting profession, you constantly—especially through email—have clients who tell
you one thing over the phone, but another thing when you meet with them. I make it a point, after a phone call, to give a quick recap of our conversation in an
email to avoid this. The other lesson is to just constantly be learning. There will be things on a client engagement you don’t understand. I’ve found it’s been very
helpful to make it a specific point to fill in those gaps so that the next time you encounter this issue (and you probably will encounter it again), you’ll know how to
deal with it, and be a stronger professional.
mdurant@cpa.com
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FAE LISTINGS
According to New York State Regulations,
courses may only be categorized as the
following fields of study for CPE accreditation:

AICPA Pricing Schedule
For AICPA-developed courses, the following pricing schedule applies.

If you are:

8-hour course

16-hour course

A member of both AICPA and NYSSCPA:
Only a member of the NYSSCPA:
Only a member of the AICPA:
A member of neither AICPA nor NYSSCPA:

$269
$299
$394
$424

$439
$499
$564
$624

For 4-hour courses, see course description for price information. For details, refer to the
registration information on www.nysscpa.org.

Accounting
AC
Advisory Services
AD
Auditing
AU
Ethics
E
Specialized Knowledge
SK
Taxation
T
Courses that have a concentration in more than one field of
study are labeled with the quantity of credits that apply to
each category.

KEY
GEOGRAPHIC AREA

LOCATION

FIELD OF STUDY
Date

Course Title
Course Description
Field of Study Course Code
Site
Developer
Member Fee/Nonmember Fee

The FAE delivers the following professional education programs for CPAs and other financial professionals in all areas of business, including all public accounting practice areas, and those
working in government, industry and academia, to help satisfy their New York state calendar-year continuing professional education requirements. To search within New York City, refer to
Manhattan/Bronx. To search within Albany, refer to Northeast. For the most up-to-date events information, visit www.nysscpa.org or call 800-537-3635. SIGN UP TODAY!

NOVEMBER 14, 2016–DECEMBER 31, 2016
BUFFALO

ETHICS
11/14

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Business
This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the
myriad rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO,
the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4
21277783
Buffalo/Niagara Marriott
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

11/14

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Public Practice
This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the
myriad rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO,
the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4 21277784
Buffalo/Niagara Marriott
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

MANHATTAN/BRONX

ACCOUNTING
11/14

Latest Developments in Not-forProfit Accounting and Auditing
This seminar will provide updates in several areas plus
discuss areas in need of review.
AC/4, AU/4
36205714
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

11/29

FAE’s Private Company Accounting
and Auditing 2016
Keep on top of the changes that affect your private
company clients in this comprehensive overview. The
focus is on updates that are currently effective and
relevant to private companies.
AC/4, AU/4
21113718
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

11/30
FAE’s Accounting Update 2016
This course delivers real-time information about
current and emerging accounting guidance and
recent developments, along with practical application
of these Accounting Standards Updates through a
variety of discussions and questions.
AC/8
21115714

FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

11/30

Alternative Investment Fund
Conference
AC/1, AU/1, SK/4, T/2 25305712
New York City Bar Association
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385\$510

12/2

FAE’s Financial Statement Disclosures
for Small to Medium-Sized Businesses
Become familiar with the most frequently encountered disclosure issues associated with preparing
financial statements for nonpublic small to medium
sized businesses, including the discussion of and
solution to problems that may arise.
AC/8
21153714
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/2

Critical Thinking Skills for Financial
Professionals
Why do business leaders sometimes make decisions that
severely damage themselves and their organizations? It is
tempting to assume a poor choice of action must have been
due to a leader’s incompetence, inexperience, bad character,
or low intelligence–but reality is much more complex.
AC/4
34440711
FAE Learning Center
Executive Education Inc.
$169\$229

12/2

Shorten Month End:
Closing Best Practices
AC/4
34430711
FAE Learning Center
Executive Education Inc.
$169\$229

12/12

FAE’s Accounting and Review
Through Case Studies
Through extensive use of case studies, you will learn how
to apply the rules of SSARS, including the new requirements associated with the issuance of SSARS 21, the
clarification and recodification covering the preparation
of financial statements, compilations and reviews. SSARS
21 was issued in October 2014 and is effective for periods
ending on or after December 15, 2015.
AC/8
21138713
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/15
Real Estate Conference

AC/1.5, SK/2.5, T/4
25555711
New York City Bar Association
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385\$510

11/30

12/20

See course listing under Accounting.

Participants will not only gain an understanding of the
tax and practical points necessary to complete Schedules A, C, F, J, K, L, N and R of the current Form 990, but
also be advised as to how to communicate with exempt
clients on each of these schedules’ unique demands.
AU/8
32611711
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$279\$369\$249\$339

Alternative Investment
Fund Conference

12/1
12/20

Forensic Accounting:
Investigative Practices

This course dives into the unique investigative and
communications skills and analytical practices required
of the best forensic accountants by teaching you how
to provide expert witness testimony in mediations,
arbitrations, and governmental hearings.
AC/8
32507711
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$279\$369\$249\$339

12/23
The Strategic CFO: Big Picture Skills
Your financial accounting credentials do not automatically qualify you for a CFO role. Today’s CFOs have
skills that go far beyond financial accounting. Learn
new techniques from veteran CFOs that will make you
more effective now and long into the future.
AC/2, AU/2, SK/4 34460712
FAE Learning Center
Executive Education Inc.
$279\$369

12/29

FAE’s Accounting and Auditing
Boot Camp

Busy season is upon us once again! Join one of FAE’s
highest-rated authors and discussion leaders, Renee
Rampulla, CPA, as she focuses on the latest accounting developments that will impact your work.
AC/4, AU/4
21136711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

AUDITING
11/18
Auditing Standards Conference
AU/8
25135711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$335\$460

11/21

Governmental and Not-for-Profit
Annual Update

This update course is designed to prepare you for
the latest accounting and auditing developments
affecting governments and not for profits.
AC/4, AU/4 32163713
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$299\$424\$269\$394

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016
Receive real-time overviews of new and exposed auditing
guidance along with practical application of that guidance through a variety of discussions and questions.
AU/4
21116715
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

12/1

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and
Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016
Receive real-time discussion and tools designed to
help you better perform compilation, review, and
preparation of financial statement engagements.
Recent SSARSs issued will also be addressed.
AU/4
21113715
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

12/1

Exempt Organizations Conference

AU/3, T/5
25507711
New York City Bar Association
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385\$510

12/14

Advanced Concepts in SSARS 21
and Nonattest Services: Are You
Certain You Are in Compliance?

This course contains many case studies to reinforce best
practices for managing the accounting, reporting, and
performance issues associated with the attest services
of compilations and reviews where reports are issued,
as well as the new SSARS 21 preparation of financial
statements service and other nonattest engagements.
AU/8
33571711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

12/15

Minimizing Internal Control Blunders
Under the New COSO Framework
This course provides practical guidance on what a sound
system of internal controls looks like and its impact on
the reliability of financial statements, particularly for
smaller entities. In addition, there will be a broader
discussion of enterprise wide risk management.
AU/8
33581711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

Form 990: Exploring the Form’s
Complex Schedules

12/21

Common Frauds and Internal
Controls for Revenue, Purchasing,
and Cash Receipts
Learn how to establish a cost effective system of
controls to reduce your organization's exposure while
maximizing profits. Explore the common areas for
misstatements, both unintentional and fraudulent.
AU/8
32287711
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$279\$369\$249\$339

ETHICS
12/9

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Public Practice
This course focuses on New York State Education Law, Rules
of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the myriad rules and
regulations of the AICPA, the GAO, the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4
21278711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

12/9

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Business

This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the myriad
rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO, the DOL, and
the SEC.
E/4
21281711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE
11/16

Entertainment, Arts and Sports
Half-Day Conference
SK/2.5, T/1.5 25541711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$345\$310
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11/28

CFO/Controller Roadmap to
Organization Success with Integrated
Planning, Forecasting, and Budgeting

This program is designed to completely integrate the
planning process and show how it can move from
long range thinking, through medium term planning,
through the annual budget, and to the monthly cash
flow forecast. Also, the program will teach the participant how to avoid many political pitfalls that end up
causing a lack of accountability and often cause the
planning process to be demotivating to the staff.
SK/8
33444711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

11/29

Current Developments and Best
Practices for Today’s CFOs
and Controllers

Being pigeon holed into one area or another is neither
good for career building nor for the good of the
organization. This course has been designed to give
the CFO and controller the skills needed to lead
their organization.
SK/8
33445711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

This course is designed for participants to understand
the core concepts of trust and estate return income
tax preparation, including the common terminology
and complicated income tax rules of estates and
trusts, fiduciary accounting, and an introduction to or
refresher on how to prepare Form 1041.
T/8
33816711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

11/28

The Best Income Tax, Estate Tax, and
Financial Planning Ideas of 2016

With higher tax rates for individuals and trusts, tax
planning takes on more importance. This class will
explore practical tax-planning ideas that practitioners
can use to assist clients with their needs and will give
you good ideas that can save clients money!
T/8
33646722
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

11/30

Alternative Investment Fund
Conference
See course listing under Accounting.

11/16
11/29

Grow Your Book of Business and Be a
(More) Trusted Advisor with LinkedIn
SK/2
33502711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$89\$109

11/30

Alternative Investment Fund
Conference
See course listing under Accounting.

12/15
Real Estate Conference
See course listing under Accounting.

TAXATION
11/14

Choosing the Best Entity Structure
Under the New Tax Law

By comparing and contrasting the tax aspects of C
corporations, S corporations, partnerships, sole proprietorships, and limited liability companies, this course
focuses on distinctions that can make big differences.
This course is a must for all practitioners.
T/8
33632711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

Exempt Organizations Conference
T/8 25507711
New York City Bar Association
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385\$510

12/5

Preparing Individual Tax Returns for
New Staff and Paraprofessionals
The objective of this course is to train new staff accountants, data processing employees, paraprofessionals, and
bookkeepers to prepare a complicated federal individual
income tax return. This course covers the latest tax law
changes, making it essential for your new staff.
T/8
33642715
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

12/5

FAE’s Individual Taxation: Review and
Update for Experienced Practitioners
Understand the latest taxation rules and procedures, tips
and techniques. This course covers e-filing; the latest
court decisions; charitable giving; developments in
pension, HSA, education, and tax credit; and much more.
T/8
33647716
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

11/16

12/6

See course listing under Specialized Knowledge.

The course provides a comprehensive understanding of the
preparation of both S corporation and partnership/LLC tax
returns, along with the underlying laws, regulations, etc.
T/8
33256711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

Entertainment, Arts and Sports
Half-Day Conference

11/17

Determining How Much Money
You Need to Retire, Tax Ideas and
Money Management in Retirement

The purpose of this course is to give CPAs the tools and
knowledge required to help their clients implement
tax-effective investment and portfolio strategies for
successful wealth accumulation and real after tax
retirement income maintenance.
AD/4, T/4
33642711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

11/17–11/18
IRS Representation Conference
See course listing under Ethics.

11/22

Fiduciary Income Tax Returns–Form
1041 Workshop with Filled-in Forms

Tax Forms Boot Camp: LLCs,
Partnerships, and S Corporations

12/6

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century

This seminar will discuss in detail and will provide
illustrative guidance and case studies concerning the
New York State Accountancy Act, with an emphasis
on the tax area and the related final regulations
that have been promulgated; the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on tax services; the rules of practice
before the IRS under Circular 230; and the revised
SSTSs and related interpretative guidance.
E/4, T/4		
33623716
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/8
Trust and Estate Taxation Conference
T/8
25608711
Bernstein Private Wealth Management
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385\$510

12/15
Real Estate Conference
See course listing under Accounting.

12/19

Getting More Active with the
Passive Activity Rules and the
New Net Investment Income Tax

The net investment income tax has added critical
planning instructions for individual clients. Now
more than ever, every business owner and real estate
investor must determine if they materially participate
in any and all trades or businesses, even if they make
a profit or a loss. These extremely complicated rules
require an in depth understanding of election and
planning issues that CPAs need to know.
T/8 33636715
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

12/21

Sid Kess All-Star Series: 2016 Federal
Income Tax Update—Business Entities
This powerful course will provide you with the most
up-to-date tax changes, with answers to all your tax
questions in an accessible PDF manual covering the
latest federal legislative issues, with hyperlinks to all
of the source documents cited. The session will include
preparing business entity tax returns, IRS audit issues,
employment taxes, and fringe benefits.
T/8
33785711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/22

The Best S Corporation, Limited
Liability, and Partnership Update
Course by Surgent
You will learn invaluable knowledge, strategies, techniques, innovative tax-planning concepts, income-generating ideas, and other planning opportunities available to
S corporations, partnerships, LLCs, and LLPs in this course.
T/8
33604710
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

12/22

Sid Kess All-Star Series: 2016 Federal
Income Tax Update—Individual Clients
This powerful course will provide you with the most
up-to-date tax changes, with answers to all your tax
questions in an accessible PDF manual covering the
latest federal legislative issues, with hyperlinks to all
of the source documents cited. The session will include
preparing business entity tax returns, IRS audit issues,
employment taxes, and fringe benefits.
T/8
33786711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/27
Partnership Taxation Conference
T/8
25614711
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$335\$460

12/28

Surgent McCoy’s Handbook for
Mastering Basis, Distributions,
and Loss Limitation Issues for S
Corporations, LLCs, and Partnerships
The most difficult concepts to master when dealing
with flow-through business entities are the basis and
distribution concepts. Major error and malpractice
issues occur if the CPA does not fully understand the
impact of these rules. This course is designed to focus
on the practical applications of these rules.

T/8
33624711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

12/29

Getting Ready for Busy Season: A
Guide to New Forms, Filing Issues,
and Other Critical Developments
This course provides an up-to-date review of important
tax form changes, new tax forms, key developments as
they are reflected in the IRS forms, and IRS filing issues
and deadlines that will be invaluable to attendees who
prepare tax returns for individuals, partnerships, and LLCs.
T/8
33634711
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

preparation of financial statement engagements.
Recent SSARSs issued will also be addressed.
AU/4 21113749
Albany Marriott
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$22

11/15

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016

Participants who attend this update will receive real
time overviews of new and exposed auditing guidance along with practical application of that guidance
through a variety of discussions and questions.
AU/4
21116741
Albany Marriott
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

12/8
12/30

The Best Individual Income Tax
Update Course by Surgent

This highly informative course responds to the latest
in tax law developments, including discussions of the
planning opportunities available to your individual
tax clients. This up to date knowledge will enable you
to further discuss new developments and tax-saving
ideas applicable to your clients and their growing
needs in light of post election developments.
T/8
33611701
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

NASSAU

TAXATION
12/3

Nassau Chapter Annual Tax
Conference
T/8
28603723
Long Island Marriott Hotel & Resort
Foundation for Accounting Education
$175\$250

12/4

Nassau Chapter Annual Tax
Conference
T/8
28603724
Long Island Marriott Hotel & Resort
Foundation for Accounting Education
$175\$250

NORTHEAST

ACCOUNTING
11/14
FAE’s Accounting Update 2016

This course delivers real-time information about
current and emerging accounting guidance and recent
developments. Participants who attend this update
will receive an overview of new and proposed relevant
accounting guidance issued by the FASB.
AC/8
21115741
Albany Marriott
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

11/16

FAE’s Financial Statement
Disclosures for Small to
Medium-Sized Businesses

Become familiar with the most frequently encountered disclosure issues associated with preparing
financial statements for nonpublic small to medium
sized businesses, including the discussion of and
solution to problems that may arise.
AC/8
21153741
Albany Marriott
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

AUDITING
11/15

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and
Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016
Receive real-time discussion and tools designed to
help you better perform compilation, review, and

Northeast Chapter Annual Tax
Conference
T/8
28604741
Hilton Garden Inn Troy
Foundation for Accounting Education
$175\$250

QUEENS/BROOKLYN

TAXATION
11/30

Queens/Brooklyn Chapter Annual
Tax Conference

T/8
28616712
New York State Department of Taxation
and Finance
Foundation for Accounting Education
$150\$200

ROCHESTER

ETHICS
11/15

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Business

E/4
21277773
Lexington Hotel Rochester Airport
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

11/15

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Public Practice

E/4
21277774
Lexington Hotel Rochester Airport
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

STATEN ISLAND

TAXATION
11/18

Staten Island Annual Taxation
Conference
T/8
28607721
College of Staten Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$125\$175

SUFFOLK

ACCOUNTING
12/5
FAE’s Accounting Update 2016

This course delivers real-time information about
current and emerging accounting guidance and recent
developments. Participants who attend this update
will receive an overview of new and proposed relevant
accounting guidance issued by the FASB.
AC/8
21115721
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/7

FAE’s Financial Statement
Disclosures for Small to
Medium-Sized Businesses
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Become familiar with the most frequently encountered disclosure issues associated with preparing financial statements
for nonpublic small to medium sized businesses, including
the discussion of and solution to problems that may arise.
AC/8
21153722
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/14

FAE’s Accounting and Review
Through Case Studies
Through extensive use of case studies, you will learn how to
apply the rules of SSARS, including the new requirements
associated with the issuance of SSARS 21 which is the
clarification and recodification covering the preparation of
Financial Statements, Compilations and Reviews.
AC/8
21138725
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279/$369

AUDITING
12/6

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and
Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016
Receive real-time discussion and tools designed to
help you better perform compilation, review, and
preparation of financial statement engagements.
Recent SSARSs issued will also be addressed.
AU/4
21113724
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

12/6

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016
In a rapidly changing global and domestic economy
this course is a significant tool in keeping abreast of
the latest emerging and current auditing guidance.
Participants who attend this update will receive real
time overviews of new and exposed auditing guidance along with practical application of that guidance
through a variety of discussions and questions.
AU/4
21116721
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

ETHICS

T/8
28608725
Upsky Long Island Hotel
Foundation for Accounting Education
$175\$250

AC/8
21115741
Westchester Marriott Hotel
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

SYRACUSE

12/13

12/6

Through extensive use of case studies, you will learn how to
apply the rules of SSARS, including the new requirements
associated with the issuance of SSARS 21 which is the
clarification and recodification covering the preparation of
financial statements, compilations and reviews.
AC/8
21138734
Westchester Marriott Hotel
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

TAXATION

Syracuse Chapter Annual Taxation
Conference and A&A Update

AU/2, T/6
28609751
The Oncenter–East Ballroom, Lower Level
Foundation for Accounting Education
$175\$250

WESTCHESTER

TAXATION
11/29

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice
in the 21st Century
E/4, T/4
33623736
Westchester Marriott Hotel
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/2
Westchester Tax Conference (Part II)
T/8
28611735
Doral Arrowwood
Foundation for Accounting Education
$150\$200

12/5

The Best S Corporation, Limited
Liability, and Partnership Update
Course by Surgent
Practitioners need to keep abreast of all tax changes
affecting pass through entities used by their business
clients and employers, and this enlightening course delivers
that information. You will learn invaluable knowledge,
strategies, techniques, innovative tax planning concepts,
income generating ideas, and other planning opportunities
available to S corporations, partnerships, LLCs, and LLPs.
T/8
33604730
Westchester Marriott Hotel
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

11/21

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Public Practice

E/4
21277725
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

11/21

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Business

E/4
21277724
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

TAXATION
11/28

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice in
the 21st Century
This seminar will discuss in detail and will provide
illustrative guidance and case studies concerning the
New York State Accountancy Act, with an emphasis on
the tax area and the related final regulations that have
been promulgated; the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act on tax services; the rules of practice before the IRS
under Circular 230; and the revised SSTSs and related
interpretative guidance.
E/4, T/4 33623726
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/10

Suffolk Chapter Annual Taxation
Conference

12/6

Shortcuts to Tax Cuts: Business
Tax Planning Strategies for
S Corporations and LLCs
Business clients seek practical solutions to their tax
issues, and this course provides advisors with effective
tax planning strategies for the closely held business.
Providing sound advice will be a money maker both
for clients and your firm.
T/8
33638730
Westchester Marriott Hotel
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279\$369

ACCOUNTING

FAE’s Accounting and Review
Through Case Studies

AUDITING
12/13

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016
In a rapidly changing global and domestic economy
this course is a significant tool in keeping abreast of
the latest emerging and current auditing guidance.
Participants who attend this update will receive real
time overviews of new and exposed auditing guidance along with practical application of that guidance
through a variety of discussions and questions.
AU/4
21116732
Westchester Marriott Hotel
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

12/13

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and
Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016
Receive real-time discussion and tools designed to
help you better perform compilation, review, and
preparation of financial statement engagements.
Recent SSARSs issued will also be addressed.
AU/4
21113734
Westchester Marriott Hotel
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169\$229

Become familiar with the most frequently encountered disclosure issues associated with preparing
financial statements for nonpublic small to medium
sized businesses, including the discussion of and
solution to problems that may arise.
AC/8
21153732
Westchester Marriott Hotel
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/12
FAE’s Accounting Update 2016
This course delivers real-time information about
current and emerging accounting guidance and recent
developments. Participants who attend this update
will receive an overview of new and proposed relevant
accounting guidance issued by the FASB.

12/20

FAE’s Accounting Update 2016
This course delivers real-time information about current and
emerging accounting guidance and recent developments.
AC/8
35115714
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/2

FAE’s Financial Statement
Disclosures for Small to
Medium-Sized Businesses
Become familiar with the most frequently encountered disclosure issues associated with preparing
financial statements for nonpublic small to medium
sized businesses, including the discussion of and
solution to problems that may arise.
AC/8
35153714
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/2

Critical Thinking Skills:
For Financial Professionals
“What were they thinking?”Why do business leaders
sometimes make decisions that severely damage
themselves and their organizations? It is tempting to
assume a poor choice of action must have been due to a
leader’s incompetence, inexperience, bad character, or
low intelligence – but reality is much more complex.
AC/4
35640711
Executive Education Inc.
$139\$184

12/2

Shorten Month End:
Closing Best Practices

WEBCASTS

Surveys show that the average North American
company completes their monthly financial statement
closing in five days. Some companies are able to close
their books in one day or less. Yet, many financial
managers who are pressured to shorten financial
statement preparation time, still struggle with the
balance between accuracy and speed.
AC/4
35630711
Executive Education Inc.
$139\$184

11/14

12/12

ACCOUNTING
Latest Developments in Not-for-Profit Accounting and Auditing
The nonprofit sector is very dynamic. Accounting,
auditing and reporting are constantly changing. This
seminar will provide updates in several areas plus
discuss areas in need of review.
AC/4, AU/4
35205716
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

11/23
FAE’s FASB Industry Update

FAE’s Accounting and Review
Through Case Studies
Through extensive use of case studies, you will learn
how to apply the rules of SSARS, including the new requirements associated with the issuance of SSARS 21
which is the clarification and recodification covering
the preparation of financial statements, compilations
and reviews.
AC/8
35138713
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

This course delivers real time information about current
and emerging accounting guidance and developments.
AC/8
35196715
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/14

11/29

12/15

12/8

FAE’s Financial Statement
Disclosures for Small to
Medium-Sized Businesses

11/30

FAE’s Private Company Accounting
and Auditing Update
Keep on top of the changes that affect your private
company clients in this comprehensive overview. The
focus is on updates that are currently effective and
relevant to private companies.
AC/4, AU/4
35113718
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

11/30

Alternative Investment
Fund Conference

AC/1, AU/1, SK/4, T/2,
35305712
Foundation for Accounting Education
$335\$460

Introduction to ASC 740/FAS 109
AC/4
CCH
$199
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77757711

Forensic Accounting:
Investigative Practices
This course dives into the unique investigative and
communications skills and analytical practices required
of the best forensic accountants by teaching you how
to provide expert witness testimony in mediations, arbitrations, and governmental hearings. You’ll also learn
how to use proven research, investigative methods,
and proper documentation of evidence to successfully
complete a forensic accounting engagement.
AC/8
35507711
AICPA
$249\$374\$219\$344

12/21

FAE’s Financial Statement
Disclosures for Small to
Medium-Sized Businesses
Become familiar with the most frequently encountered disclosure issues associated with preparing
financial statements for nonpublic small to medium
sized businesses, including the discussion of and
solution to problems that may arise.
AC/8
35153735
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/21
Advanced Excel
This course takes experienced, self taught users to the
next level. Its content is based on over twenty years of
experience in delivering Excel training to accountants
and on feedback from thousands of accounting and
financial professionals just like you. Participants will
have access to sample data files.
AC/4, SK/4
35496712
K2 Enterprises Inc.
$219\$279

12/22

FAE’s Accounting and Review
Through Case Studies
Through extensive use of case studies, you will learn
how to apply the rules of SSARS, including the new requirements associated with the issuance of SSARS 21
which is the clarification and recodification covering
the preparation of financial statements, compilations
and reviews.
AC/8
35138716
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/23
The Strategic CFO: Big Picture Skills
Your financial accounting credentials do not automatically
qualify you for a CFO role. Today’s CFOs have skills that go
far beyond financial accounting. Come share ideas with
veteran CFOs and learn new techniques that will make
you more effective now and long into the future.
AC/2, AU/2, SK/4
35460711
Executive Education Inc.
$219\$279

12/23

FAE’s Private Company Accounting
and Auditing Update

AC/1.5, SK 2.5, T/4
35555711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$335\$460

Keep on top of the changes that affect your private
company clients in this comprehensive overview. The
focus is on updates that are currently effective and
relevant to private companies.
AC/4, AU/4
35113719
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/19

12/27

Real Estate Conference

FAE’s FASB Industry Update
This course delivers real time information about
current and emerging accounting guidance and
developments. You'll get an overview of new and
proposed relevant accounting guidance issued by
the Financial Accounting Standards Board along with
practical application of these updates.
AC/8
35196716
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

FAE’s Accounting Update
This course delivers real-time information about current and
emerging accounting guidance and recent developments.
AC/8
35115785
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279\$369

12/29

FAE’s Accounting and Auditing
Boot Camp
Busy season is upon us once again! Join one of FAE’s
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highest-rated authors and discussion leaders, Renee
Rampulla, CPA, as she focuses on the latest accounting
developments that have an impact your work.
AC/4, AU/4
35136711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/20

12/30

12/20

FAE’s Financial Statement
Disclosures for Small to
Medium-Sized Businesses
Become familiar with the most frequently
encountered disclosure issues associated with
preparing financial statements for nonpublic small to
medium-sized businesses, including the discussion of
and solution to problems that may arise.
AC/8
35153736
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

AUDITING

Setting Your Staff Up for Busy
Season Audit Success
AU/2
CCH
$129

77763711

Form 990: Exploring the Form’s
Complex Schedules
This course covers the most advanced tax and
nonprofit issues t at are the subject of the Form 990’s
Schedules. Participants will not only gain an understanding of the tax and practical points necessary
to complete Schedules A, C, F, J, K, L, N and R of the
current Form 990, but also be advised as to how to
communicate with exempt clients on each of these
Schedules’ unique demands.
AU/8
35611711
AICPA
$249\$374\$219\$344

11/18
Auditing Standards Conference
AU/8
35135711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$285\$410

11/21

Governmental and Not-for-Profit
Annual Update
This update course is designed to prepare you for
the latest accounting and auditing developments
affecting governments and not for profits.
AC/4, AU/4
35163713
AICPA
$249\$374\$219\$344

12/1

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016
Participants who attend this update will receive real
time overviews of new and exposed auditing guidance along with practical application of that guidance
through a variety of discussions and questions.
AU/4
35116715
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/1

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and
Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016
Receive real-time discussion and tools designed to
help you better perform compilation, review, and
preparation of financial statement engagements.
Recent SSARSs issued will also be addressed.
AU/4
35113735
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/14

Advanced Concepts in SSARS 21
and Nonattest Services: Are You
Certain You Are in Compliance?
This course contains many case studies to reinforce
best practices for managing the accounting, reporting, and performance issues associated with the attest
services of compilations and reviews where reports
are issued, as well as the new SSARS 21 preparation
of financial statements service and other nonattest
engagements.
AU/8
35571711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

12/15

Minimizing Internal Control Blunders
Under the New COSO Framework

This course provides practical guidance on what a sound
system of internal controls looks like and its impact on
the reliability of financial statements, particularly for
smaller entities. In addition, there will be a broader
discussion of enterprise wide risk management.
AU/8
35581711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

12/20

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and
Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016

This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the
myriad rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO,
the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4
35278711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/19

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Business
This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the
myriad rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO,
the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4
35277717
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/19

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Public Practice

Receive real-time discussion and tools designed to
help you better perform compilation, review, and
preparation of financial statement engagements.
AU/4
35113737
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the
myriad rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO,
the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4
35277718
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/21

12/28

Common Frauds and Internal
Controls for Revenue, Purchasing,
and Cash Receipts
Learn how to establish a cost effective system of
controls to reduce your organization's exposure while
maximizing profits.
AU/8
35287711
AICPA
$249\$374\$219\$344

12/28

FAE’s Auditing Update 2016
Participants who attend this update will receive real
time overviews of new and exposed auditing guidance along with practical application of that guidance
through a variety of discussions and questions.
AU/4
35116737
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/28

FAE’s Compilation, Review, and
Preparation of Financial Statements
Update 2016
Receive real-time discussion and tools designed to
help you better perform compilation, review, and
preparation of financial statement engagements.
Recent SSARSs issued will also be addressed.
AU/4
35113738
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

ETHICS
11/17–11/18
IRS Representation Conference
E/1, T/15.5 35609711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$299\$374

12/9

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Business

This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the
myriad rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO,
the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4
35281711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/9

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Public Practice

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Business
This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the
myriad rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO,
the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4
35283717
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/28

FAE’s Ethics Update 2016 for
Members in Public Practice
This course focuses on New York State Education Law,
Rules of the Board of Regents, and Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, and also addresses the
myriad rules and regulations of the AICPA, the GAO,
the DOL, and the SEC.
E/4
35278718
Foundation for Accounting Education
$139\$184

12/30
Ethical Issues for Tax Practitioners
E/2
CCH
$129

77763711

SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE
11/14

Microsoft Excel: 3 Common
Practices That Shouldn’t Be
Learn how to consider whether or not the prior year
approach to spreadsheets is still optimal when you
closely examine three common practices and explore
alternatives that can improve your efficiency. Attendees will be provided with a spreadsheet to replicate
the techniques demonstrated onscreen.
SK/2
77729711
CCH
$129

11/14

Developing Your Staff: Best
Practices for CPA Firm Leaders
This webinar provides proven methods of training
staff with minimal input and maximum output. This
session will also demonstrate how to develop your
staff to perform much of the work typically completed
by supervisors and how to leverage your talent to
accomplish more.

SK/2
35722711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$129

Entertainment, Arts and Sports
Half-Day Conference

CCH
$129

12/28

How to Have Your Best Tax
Season EVER

SK/2.5, T/1.5 35541711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$220\$285

SK/2
CCH
$129

11/18

TAXATION

Managing Your Tax Season
SK/2
CCH
$129

77734711

11/21

Using CCH IntelliConnect to Conduct
International Tax Research
SK/2
CCH
$129

77737711

11/28

CFO/Controller Roadmap to
Organization Success with Integrated
Planning, Forecasting, and Budgeting
This program is designed to completely integrate the
planning process and show how it can move from
long range thinking, through medium term planning,
through the annual budget, and to the monthly cash
flow forecast. Also, the program will teach the participant how to avoid many political pitfalls that end up
causing a lack of accountability and often cause the
planning process to be demotivating to the staff.
SK/8
35444711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

11/29

Current Developments and Best
Practices for Today’s CFOs and
Controllers
This course has been designed to give the CFO and
controller the skills needed to lead their organization.
SK/8
35445711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

11/29

Grow Your Book of Business and Be a
(More) Trusted Advisor with LinkedIn
SK/2
35502711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$89\$109

12/2
QuickBooks Basics for Accountants
SK/2
CCH
$129

77765711

11/14

Choosing the Best Entity Structure
Under the New Tax Law
By comparing and contrasting the tax aspects of C
corporations, S corporations, partnerships, sole proprietorships, and limited liability companies, this course
focuses on distinctions that can make big differences.
This in depth course will cover planning opportunities
and potential pitfalls in developing a business structure. This course is a must for all practitioners.
T/8
35632711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

11/15

Foreign Interests in U.S. Real
Property: Tax Planning for
Acquisitions, Continuing Operations,
and Ultimate Dispositions
T/2
CCH
$129

77724711

11/17
Depreciation Deep Dive
T/2
CCH
$129

77732711

11/16

Entertainment, Arts and Sports
Half-Day Conference
See course listing under Specialized Knowledge.

11/17

Determining How Much Money You
Need to Retire, and Tax Ideas and
Money Management in Retirement
This course discusses a host of specific investment tax
planning and money management issues and topics,
both before and after retirement, within the broader context of the fundamentals of asset allocation and portfolio
management, coordinating retirement plans and taxable
saving, advanced tax adjusted time value principles, and
asset risk/return and income tax relationships.
AD/4, T/4
35642711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

77744711

11/17–11/18
IRS Representation Conference
See course listing under Ethics.

12/15

Microsoft Excel: Client Template Ideas
SK/2
CCH
$129

77754711

11/18

Partnership Taxation Concepts
and Planning Strategies
T/8
CCH
$279

12/15

77736711

Real Estate Conference
See course listing under Accounting.

2016 Business Tax Update
(Full-Day Course)

12/19

Using CCH IntelliConnect to Conduct
Federal Tax Research
SK/2
CCH
$129

77756711

T/8
CCH
$279

77733711

11/22

Fiduciary Income Tax Returns—Form
1041 Workshop with Filled in Forms

12/22

Microsoft Excel: Lookup Function
Competition—VLOOKUP and
Alternatives
SK/2

11/18

77758711

This course is designed for participants to understand
the core concepts of trust and estate return income
tax preparation.
T/8
35816711
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Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

12/5

11/22

T/8
35647716
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

FAE’s New York State Taxation
Workshop and Update 2016
Back by popular demand! Stay up-to-date on the
latest New York State tax laws including new comprehensive corporate tax reform.
T/8
35602718
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

11/22

2016 Individual Federal Tax Update
T/8
CCH
$279

77738711

11/23

Planning with Family Trusts: Protect
and Transfer Wealth for Your Clients
T/2
CCH
$129

77740711

2016 Business Tax Update
77742711

11/28

The Best Income Tax, Estate Tax, and
Financial Planning Ideas of 2016
The purpose of this course is to explore practical tax
planning ideas that practitioners can use to assist clients
with their needs. This course is crucial for CPAs who are
looking for good ideas that can save clients money!
T/8
35646722
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

11/29

2016 Business Tax Update
(Full-Day Course)
T/8
CCH
$279

77739711

How to Review Tax Returns: Best
Practices
77745711

T/2
CCH
$129

77746711

12/6

Tax Forms Boot Camp: LLCs,
Partnerships, and S Corporations
The course provides a comprehensive understanding of the
preparation of both S corporation and partnership/LLC tax
returns, along with the underlying laws, regulations, etc.
T/8
35256711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

Exempt Organizations Conference
T/8
35507711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$335\$460

12/2

New York Sales Tax for Construction
Contractors
77745711

12/5

Preparing Individual Tax Returns for
New Staff and Paraprofessionals
The objective of this course is to train new staff
accountants, data processing employees, paraprofessionals, and bookkeepers to prepare a complicated
federal individual income tax return. Over the years,
thousands of new staff have received practical, hands
on experience to become familiar with tax forms. This
course covers the latest tax law changes, making it
essential for your new staff.
T/8
35642715
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

T/2
CCH
$129

77753711

12/12

12/22

C and S Corporation Taxation:
A “Life Cycle” Approach
T/8
CCH
$279

77755711

12/15

12/15

Monthly Federal Tax Update
T/1
CCH
$79

77759711

T/8
CCH
$279

77748711

12/7

Avoiding Referral to the IRS OPR
and Defending Your Practice
77750711

12/8

Partnership Tax Filing Issues for the
2016 Tax Season
77751711

12/8

Trust and Estate Taxation
Conference
T/8
35608711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$335\$460

12/8

2016 Individual Federal Tax Update
(Full-Day Course)
While you were tackling the April and October tax
seasons head on, guess what happened? More than
500 court cases, 200 IRS I.R.B. developments including
regulations, 2,500 IRS rulings, and other changes
occurred. This comprehensive eight-hour federal
individual income tax CPE webinar will get you caught
up and ready for filing season.
T/8
35752711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279

12/9

Nonresident Alien Information
Reporting Using Forms
1042 S and W 8

Practitioners need to keep abreast of all tax changes
affecting pass through entities used by their business
clients and employers, and this enlightening course
delivers that information. You will learn invaluable
knowledge, strategies, techniques, innovative tax
planning concepts, income generating ideas, and other planning opportunities available to S corporations,
partnerships, LLCs, and LLPs.
T/8
35604710
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice
in the 21st Century

12/16

Navigating the IRS Website—
Tips and Tools
T/2
CCH
$129

The Best S Corporation, Limited
Liability, and Partnership Update
Course by Surgent

12/22

77761711

12/6

Fundamentals of U.S. International
Taxation

Sid Kess All-Star Series: 2016
Federal Income Tax Update—
Business Entities

Back by popular demand! Stay up-to-date on the
latest New York State tax laws including the new
comprehensive corporate tax reform.
T/8
35602719
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

FAE’s New York State Taxation
Workshop and Update 2016

See course listing under Accounting.

This seminar will discuss in detail and will provide
illustrative guidance and case studies concerning the
New York State Accountancy Act, with an emphasis
on the tax area and the related final regulations
that have been promulgated; the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on tax services; the rules of practice
before the IRS under Circular 230; and the revised
SSTSs and related interpretative guidance.
E/4, T/4		
35623719
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/21

This powerful course will provide you with the most
up-to-date tax changes, with answers to all your tax
questions in an accessible PDF manual covering the
latest federal legislative issues, with hyperlinks to all
of the source documents cited. The session will include
preparing business entity tax returns, IRS audit issues,
employment taxes, and fringe benefits.
T/8
33785711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\279

12/12

Real Estate Conference

12/6

T/2
CCH
$129

12/1

T/2
CCH
$129

S Corporation Eligibility and Elections

T/2
CCH
$129

11/30

T/2
CCH
$129

12/5

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice
in the 21st Century

11/23

T/8
CCH
$279

FAE’s Individual Taxation: Review and
Update for Experienced Practitioners

12/17

FAE’s Individual Taxation: Review
and Update for Experienced
Practitioners
T/8
35637715
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/18

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice
in the 21st Century
This seminar will discuss in detail and will provide
illustrative guidance and case studies concerning the
New York State Accountancy Act, with an emphasis
on the tax area and the related final regulations
that have been promulgated; the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on tax services; the rules of practice
before the IRS under Circular 230; and the revised
SSTSs and related interpretative guidance.
E/4, T/4		
35620716
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/19

Getting More Active with the
Passive Activity Rules and New
Net Investment Income Tax
The net investment income tax has added critical
planning instructions for individual clients. Now
more than ever, every business owner and real estate
investor must determine if they materially participate
in any and all trades or businesses, even if they make
a profit or a loss. These extremely complicated rules
require an in-depth understanding of election and
planning issues that CPAs need to know.
T/8
35636715
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

12/21

FAE’s Individual Taxation: Review and
Update for Experienced Practitioners
T/8
35637714
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

This seminar will discuss in detail and will provide
illustrative guidance and case studies concerning the
New York State Accountancy Act, with an emphasis
on the tax area and the related final regulations
that have been promulgated; the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on tax services; the rules of practice
before the IRS under Circular 230; and the revised
SSTSs and related interpretative guidance.
E/4, T/4		
35620715
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/22

Sid Kess All-Star Series: 2016
Federal Income Tax Update—
Individual Clients
This powerful course will provide you with the most
up-to-date tax changes, with answers to all your tax
questions in an accessible PDF manual covering the
latest federal legislative issues, with hyperlinks to all
of the source documents cited. The session will include
preparing business entity tax returns, IRS audit issues,
employment taxes, and fringe benefits.
T/8
33786711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\279

12/23

FAE’s New York State Taxation
Workshop and Update 2016
Back by popular demand! Stay up-to-date on the
latest New York State tax laws including the new
comprehensive corporate tax reform.
T/8
35602717
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/27

FAE’s Individual Taxation: Review and
Update for Experienced Practitioners
T/8
35637715
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/27
Partnership Taxation Conference
T/8
35614711
Foundation for Accounting Education
$285\$410
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12/28

Surgent McCoy’s Handbook for
Mastering Basis, Distributions,
and Loss Limitation Issues for
S Coporations, LLCs, and Partnerships
T/8
35624711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

12/29

Getting Ready for Busy Season: A
Guide to New Forms, Filing Issues,
and Other Critical Developments
This course provides an up-to-date review of
important tax form changes, new tax forms, key developments as they are reflected in the IRS forms, and
IRS filing issues and deadlines that will be invaluable
to attendees who prepare tax returns for individuals,
partnerships, and LLCs.
T/8
35634711
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

12/29

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax Practice in
the 21st Century
This seminar will discuss in detail and will provide
illustrative guidance and case studies concerning the
New York State Accountancy Act, with an emphasis
on the tax area and the related final regulations
that have been promulgated; the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on tax services; the rules of practice
before the IRS under Circular 230; and the revised
SSTSs and related interpretative guidance.
E/4, T/4		
35623716
Foundation for Accounting Education
$219\$279

12/30

The Best Individual Income Tax
Update Course by Surgent
This highly informative course responds to the latest
in tax law developments, including discussions of the
planning opportunities available to your individual
tax clients.
T/8
35611701
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$219\$279

Small Business Owner?
Workers' Compensation?
Independent Contractor Status?
Department of Labor Penalties?
Wages - Hours - Overtime Issues?
Unemployment Insurance Taxes?

Do You Have Any of These Issues?
We have an extensive association of licensed and other professionals
who represent our clients selectively. Their results are outstanding!

• 401K and Pension Plan Audits
- Fines are very large
• Human Resources and Workplace
issues - Huge Penalties
• Independent Contractor status - Liquidated Damages
can range up to 100%
• Sales and Use Tax matters - Major Assessments
• Workers’ Compensation Compliance - Fraud Charges

Call Bob Arnold or Bob Arnold, Jr.
55 Front Street, Rockville Centre, NY 11570
P: 516.678.3300 • F: 516.678.1515 • www.arnoldstandard.com

1-800-645-6800

